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PREFACE

This dissertation focuses on the improvement of safety
and efficiency of shipping in the Bangkok port area. Bangkok
is the main port of Thailand* and for many years it has had
maritime
traffic problems.
Among these
problems* port
congestion and
marine
accidents are
of
the
highest
significance due to the increasing amount of cargoes* the
rising number and size of ships* and the problem of barge
trains. In 1990 the Port Authority of Thai land<P.A.T.) set
aside 836 Million Baht(about 32 Million US$) for various
development projects. Part of the budget was allocated for the
improvement of the access channel and the procurement of a new
hopper dredger. However, the restricted width and depth of the
channel are not the only causes of accidents. A lack, of
navigational information and the absence of traffic monitoring
and management are the other factors.
Chapters One and Two analyze the navigation and
marine
accidents in the Bangkok port in terms of
geographical situation

and the existing

the
the

port facilities. The

problems of navigation and the existing port facilities are
identified. Then an overview of recent accidents is given. In
1990* 39 accvdente occurred in the Chao Phraya River Channel
and the Bangkok Bar
introduction of

a

Channel. At the end
Bangkok VT8

is

of Chapter Two,

proposed to

improve

the
the

safety and efficiency of shipping in the Bangkok port area.
In Chapter Three the VT8 functions are discussed. The
internal

and external functions

as well as

the monitoring *

control* and remedial functions are described here.
In Chapters Four and Five the establishment and the
implementation of a possible Bangkok VTS are proposed. The VT8
personnel

and

equipment

as

well

as

the

procedures

regulations for the operation of this VT8 are discussed.

and

Chapter Six apacifias tha tachnical rapuiraments for
the Bangkok VT8 for tha two main ayatama: the communications
ayatam and the identification
and tracking ayatem. The
®*^^^**^**
capacity* coverage area* limitations and accuracy
are defined.
Chapter Seven deala with the proposed training of VT8
operators. The efficiency of a VT8 and hence tha safety of
navigation
depend largely upon
the VT8 operators. Tha
standards for recruitment* training courses*
licensing* and
refreshing and updating courses are described in this chapter.
VT8

Chapter Eight concludes this proposal for the Bangkok
and indicates the advantages of such a system for the

Bangkok port area.
Finally, Appendix 1(the organization chart of Ministry
of
Transport and
Communications)*
Appendix 2(the
IMO
Resolution A.648(16)) and Appendix 3(the Appendix of NAV
36/INF.8) are given.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background
Thailand

ia located in South East Asia and covers an

area of 514,000 sq.km(eee Figure 1-1). It hae a population
of 56 mi11ion(1990). Thai ia the national language and
Bometiffiee Chineee or English are spoken in business. Bangkok
Metropolis is the capital city and the center of businese
and industry. The
economy ie traditionally
based on
agricultural products such as rice, sugar, maize, tapioca,
rubber,
cotton, beane,
fruit,
fishery products
and
livestock. Recently the country hae turned to industrial
production
furniture,

in areas such as textiles, consumer
electrical appliances and plastics.

products,
The main

exports
are rice,
tapioca, rubber,
precious etonee,
integrated circuits, canned food, textiles, sugar and tin,
the total value of which was 291,000 M.Baht( US$ 1 =26
Baht) in 1987. The main imports are fuels and lubricants,
machinery, chemicals, electrical machinery and appliances,
foods and beverages, vehicles and spare parts, and finally
‘Tertilizers and pesticides, whose total value was 337,000
M.Saht in 1987. The economic growth ie concentrated on
industrial growth and one of the main areas is the Eastern
Seaboard(Rayong
Province).
The
requirements
for
infrastructure

in

telecommunications.

transport,

supply and electricity generating have increased
attributing to surge in the industrial investment.

1

water
rapidly

2

1.2 Praaant aituation of tha (naritima anvironmant and
ahipping in Bangkok and ita approaohaa
1.2.1 Bangkok Matropolia
Bangkok has a population of 7 million and is
confronted with the problem of a very high population
density, not only due to the increaeing birth rate in
Bangkok itself but also to the migration of people from
other provinces to the capital. Bangkok is both a living
area and a working place including offices and factories.
Samut

Prakarn<see

Figure

Bangkok where several
situated surrounding the
major commercial port of
wharves along the bank
river's mouth to km.+40

1-2)

is

the

neighbourhood

of

hundreds of large factories are
port. Bangkok port, which is the
Thailand, has more than one hundred
of the Chao Phraya River from the
upstream. A ship entering the river

mouth has to pass the Samut Prakan province, which has a
population of more than 400,000 people in an area along 5
miles of both sides of the river. Many private wharves and
several industries are situated on the river banks. Along
the border of Samut Prakan province to the Bangkok area the
population density becomes very high: 2 million people in
the 5 mile radius from the river up to km.+40.
1.2.2 Port of Bangkok
History
"In the offthore area, near the river noulh, a bar bae been created by ciltationleee
figure 1*31. A large anount of eiltation has been transported iron the Northern and Central parts of
Thailand by river discharge into the sea. This bar is called the Bangkok Bar: it is considered a very
useful resource of the country as it has been the origin of oany types of urine life. Houever, in
vies of su transportation it is considered to be an obstacle for ravigation of uny types of ships,
especially for the larger ships"(P.A.I: 1987).
3

FiS«ri 1-2 Chao fhraya livtr

4

To

solve the problems

of the limitations

of the

port accessibility and the lack of berths to accommodate
larger ships, the construction of the new port was begun in
1938 and the Bangkok Bar Channel was dredged.
In 1942,
during the

Second Morld

War, this project

was ceased.

In

1951, the
Port Authority
of
Thailand! P.A.T.)
was
established and resumed constructing the port and dredging
the channel. In 1954, the port was completed and able to
accommodate nine vessels of 172.8 meters in length and 8.25
meters in draught. The Bar Channel was completed in 1956.
Present situation

port

The Port of Bangkok(see Figure 1-2)
ie a river
and ships coming to Bangkok have to proceed to the

Bangkok Bar Channelises Figure 1-3) which is 18 kilometers
long at the estuary of the Chao Phraya River. The Port
Authority of Thailand is situated on the left bank of the
Chao Phraya, at a distance of 28 kilometers from the river's
mouth. Up till now the Port of Bangkok has been enlarged

to

handle the increasing amount of cargoes. Many new wharves
and midstream dolphins have been built by the P.A.T. and
many other private companies. However, the Bangkok Bar
Channel has not been improved to allow deeper draught
vessels to enter the port since 1956. From the mouth of the
river km.O up to km.+40, there are quays extending into the
river and midstream dolphins. They provide berths for ocean
going vessels of certain sizes. These quays and dolphins can
serve 104 ocean-going vessels at a time. Amongst these, 67
quays are privately owned, while the others are state-owned.
Entry restrictions for ships coming to Bangkok
port are shown in Table
1-1. However, under special
circumstances

the entry of oversized ships can be permitted

by the Harbour Department.

5

Fi|ort 1-3 lanfkok Itr Chaaiiel

6

Uble 1-1 Ihe Hxitut size of »e»*el called at the langkok port
(Source: Harbour lepartoeotl
Haxiauu siza
L.O.A
Hidlh
Draught

172.0 ntera
25.0 ictaru
8.2 aatara

Dveraized
180.0 ueterB
}0.0 aetera
6.8 aatara

Shipping and Cargoas
Ocean~going vessels calling at Bangkok port are of
various types such as breakbulk ships, bulk carriers,
container ships, refrigerated ships, oil-product tankers,
chemical tankers, passenger ships, fishing vessels and ocean
tugs. In the last few years. the number of ships and the
amount of cargo handled at Bangkok port have increased
dramatically as shown in Table 1-2.
In addition, a large number

of coastal tankers of

an average 2.500 6.R.T. carry oil from Sri Racha port (oil
refinery terminal) to several storage tank farms in Bangkok
every day. The oil transported by these tankers is the main
supply of oil for Bangkok and other provinces nearby. Table
1-3 shows the number

of calls of the coastal tankers at the

Bangkok port.
Also many other local waterway users such as naval
ships, coasters, tugs and barges, ferries, pleasure yachts,
small fishing vessels, etc. contribute much to the shipping
traffic intensity, especially the towed barges, called barge
trains, which comprise one or two tugs towing one to four
barges carrying cargoes between Bangkok and Ko Si Chang near
Sri Racha oil refinery terminal.
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been

A new port, called Learn Chabang deep eea port, has
built to handle cargoes, that will overflow from the

Bangkok port in the coming yeare. However. the Bangkok port
will maintain its important role because most of the
industries and consumers are in Bangkok and its environs and
the delivery of

cargoes in Bangkok is

therefore often more

economical.
Ths Port Authority of Thailand has predicted the
amounts of cargoes to be handled in the three commercial
ports. Table 1-4 shows the expected amount of import and
export cargoes

increased from

16.237 M.tonnes

in 1991

to

23,040 M.tonnes in 1996.
Table M

Port

Prediction of cargoet
(ieporl and export, unit: nillion lonnee)
(SOURCE: P.A.T.l
1991

1993

1992

1994

1995

1996

15.482 15.632 15.990 16.230 16.440 16.590
Bangkok
0.325 0.270 Sattahip
Lean Chabang 0.430 3.045 3.910 4.750 5.585 6.450

Dangerous cargoes
Dangerous
cargoes
which come
to
be
discharged in Bangkok are in packaged form or in bulk within
classes 1 to 9 excepting class 7. They are imported in large
quantities. Table 1-5 shows the amount of dangerous cargoes
in packaged form classified into 9 classes according to the
IMDG code. Table 1-6 shows for one year the number of ships
of 2,500 6.R.T. average size which carry dangerous goods in
bulk and the classification by the main product names.
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Port Authority and organization
Under the authority of the Hinietry of Traneport
and Communicatlone* there are two organizatione reeponeible
for water traneport in
Thai land(eee the Minietry
of
Traneport and Communication organization chart in Appendix
1).
1. The Port Authority of Thailand ie reeponeible for:
~ the preparation of berthe for ehipe to load and
discharge cargoes.
“ communication services between ehips and port
- the tug service for ships berthing and
assistance in case of grounding, collision and
fire,
- the Bangkok Bar channel and Chao Phraya River
maintenance, including dredging and navigation
aids
- security in the port area
2. The Harbour Department ie responsible for:
- safety of navigation in rivers and at sea in
territorial waters
- providing pilot services to ocean-going vessels
- management of the traffic system in the river
and channel
- control of ship movements in the port by the
Harbour Master
- supervision of ship navigation in Thai waters
to comply with the Navigation in Thai Maters Act
B•E•2456(A.D,1913) and the Collision Avoidance
Rules B.E.2522<A.D.1979).
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Port davalopmant
Tha Bangkok port
With

respect

to

port

development*

the

Thai

government folloHs a policy of expanding the capacity of the
port* solving traffic congestion* and improving safety of
navigation in the channel and river. Many projects have been
proposed by the Port Authority of Thailand to the government
and Bome are being implemented* for instance:
1. extending the port area to 70,000 square meters
2. providing better cargo handling facilities e.g.
forklift trucks, gantry cranes
3. enlarging the Bangkok Bar Channel from 100
meters bottom width and 8.5 meters depth to 150
meters bottom width and 9.8 meters depth
4. dredging a new second navigation channel with
5 meters depth at the Bangkok Bar for small
vessels and barge trains
5. conducting a feasibility study of a
communication system and a vessel traffic
service, both have not been realized yet.

Learn Chabang deep sea port
The P.A.T. has constructed a new deep sea port on
the Eastern seaboard to accommodate larger vessels with 14
meters draught and 240 meters length. It starts operating in
1991, in the first stage to receive the overflow from the
port congestion in Bangkok. This port will have navigation
aids* a communications network and a vessel traffic service.
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1.2.3 Climata* tides snd currents
Climets
The climate in Thailand is influenced
moneoon wind and divided into 3 eeaeons as folloMs:

by

the

1. Rainy season from Mid-May to Mid-October due to
Southwest monsoon.
2. Winter season from Mid-October to Mid-February
due to Northeast monsoon.
3. Summer season from Mid-February to Mid-May.
In the rainy season, the Southwest monsoon

brings

hot moist air masses across the country. Consequently,
moderate to heavy rains occur frequently. Moreover, typhoons
and depressions are present often in the South China Sea. In
the winter season. the Northeast monsoon blows between
North. Northeast and East and generates waves along the East
coast of the

southern peninsula of Thailand.

The Northeast

monsoon receives moisture from the Gulf of Thailand and
produces rain for the East Coast of that peninsula. The
summer season is the transitional period with variable winds
mainly from the East. Southeast and South.
The extreme temperatures range between 19 and 27
degrees Celsius in December to January, and between
35 degrees Celsius in Apri1(Vongvisessomjai; 1990)

32 and

High temperatures, high humidity and monsoon winds
characterize the climate of the country with frequent
natural phenomena, i.e. rain. fog. haze, thunderstorms, as
shown by statistics
1-4 and 1-5.

in Tables 1-7, 1-8, 1-9
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and in Figures
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Figure 1-4

Climatological data for the period 1951-1960
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^igure 1-5
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Climatological data for the period 1951-1980
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Tida
Tha Bangkok tide varies from diurnal to aemidiurnal. Generally speaking, teo high watere and two low
waters occur

each day ae shown in

Figures 1-6 and 1-7. The

largest range occurs in June and December and the lowest in
Harch and September. The mean range varies between 1.9 and
2.6 metere with a half year period. The moneoon wind oauees
the H8L to fluctuate between •♦•0.2 m. in Hay to -0.3 m. in
February.

The average tidal

value is

shown in

(NEDECO: 1965).

hblt 1-10

Tkt mrage tidal valm(1900-1970)
Tide

RSL dalaa (aelere)

HKN
HHHH
RBL
RUtt
IIV

♦ }.2B
♦ 1.18
* 0.00
- 1.26
- 2.«
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Table 1-10

Figure 1-6

Tide variatiCTi

TIDE VARIATION

Figure 1-7

Tide variation

TIDE VARIATION
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Currants
The current at the Bangkok Bar Channel ie formed
by the interaction of the diecharge of the Chao Phraya River
and the tide. The pattern ie complicated ae commonly aeen in
an actuary. In the upper part
middle
part of the exieting

<km.-0 to km.*-3) and the
channel, the currant is

generally along the direction of the channel axis. Honsver.
in the bend(km.-3 to km.~7> and the southern part
Fiset l*t lie currmt viclora at rim ^itctarft 200 c«.a/t tlulf tU)

18

FtSirt 1-9 Tilt eurrint vectort al river dlitcharfi 200 ca.a/t iiialf fluml)

(kin -13 to km -18) in eome cases the current crosses the
channel with a maximum velocity of 2.5 to 3.0 knots(see
Figures 1-8 and 1-9).
Waves
The height of
all areas and
no waves over

the waves is generally

moderate in

even the most exposed gulf areas have almost
2.5 meters(see Table 1-11). The waves in the
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upper 6ulf

of Thailand

are the smallest

due to

the small

fetch length and weaker 8U winds.
Table 1-11 Prebabilily of ocntrrence of tignificani eavc heisbl

Nave height

5 1.

Probability

0.5S

4 ■.

9 1.

2i.

1 1.

3.0S 10.09 22.59 45.09

1.2.4 8ea exploitation
In the northern Gulf
of Thailand, the most
sensitive area is at the estuary of the Chao Phraya River
and its vicinity. The river dischargee water with mud and
several micro-organisms into the sea. The rich sea in this
area and

the mangrove forest

along the coast

support many

types of marine life. Further down to the south of the
estuary, there are several beaches and coral reefs. As a
result,

the northern Gulf of Thailand

is an important area

for marine exploitation. The main industries there are
fishing and related industries(see Table 1-12). aquaculture
farming, salt producing, tourism and hotels.
Table 1-11

nSKIII6 INDUSTKY IN COASTAl AREAS NEAR SANSROi:
(RECORDED: TAN - DEC 19891
(SOURCE: HARBOUR OEPARIHENT)

COASTAL
AREAS
SAHUT PRACARN
SAHUI SACORN
SAHUT SONSCRAH
FETCH 6UR1
CH0L6UR1
BANSPACONS

TOTAL
TOTAL
TERHiNAlS VESSELS

PRODUCT
(tone)

FISHERHEH

3
12
6
7
4
3

500
2,110
400
583
100
500

167,000
511,555
111,000
23,311
1,500
977

6,800
38,050
2,610
4,136
1,600
7,080

35

4,293

815,343

60,276
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Summary
In

the past fen

.increased rapidly

years, shipping in

in terms of

Bangkok has

the number of ships

and the

amount of cargoes. The size of ships* however, has not very
much increased because of the channel constraints. The Port
Authority

of Thailand plans

to develop

the port

area and

facilitiee. waterway and other infrestructure to contribute
to the country*e economic growth. The safety of people and
the

environment

have

transport of dangerous

been

seriously

degraded

cargoes and by pollution in

by

the

the air

and water from many sources including shipping. The weather
is characterized by a rather high percentage of fog, haze
and rather strong winds. The tide alternates between diurnal
and semidiurnal patterns. The river discharge, tide and sea
currents influence the tidal current pattern at the river's
mouth.
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CHAPTER 2
A88E88HENT OF THE NECE881TY OF THE BANGKOK VT8

2.1 Ganaral information
2.1.1 Channal and traffic ayatam

coneiete

The channel and traffic eyetem in Bangkok port
of the folloMing cotnponente: the Bangkok Bar

Channel, the Chao Phraya River,

the navigation aide and the

traffic pattern.
1. The Bangkok Bar Channel
The Bangkok

Bar Channel(see Figure 1-3)

ie 18

kilometers long and has a bottom width of 100 meters except
at the large bend between km.-4 and km.-7 which has a bottom
width of 250 meters. The channel is not one straight line
but consists of three straight
km.-4 to
variable

sections which have bends at

-7, km.-10 and km.-13. The current pattern is
according to tides. winds. discharges of river

water and ocean currents.
2. The Chao Phraya River
The Chao Phraya River route to Bangkok port
begins at the river mouth (km.0) and extends to km.'<-56(8ee
Figure 1-2). The river channel depth is at least 8.5 meters
and its width ranges from 170 to 350 meters. The river
trajectory has 5 bends at km.+7. +9. +17 to +19. +29 to +31
and +34 to +35. The largest turning angle is 120 degrees.
The navigation aids consist of three buoys to indicate the
port side edge of the narrowing channel at Samut Prakan
22

province.
In the river eome
particular purposes as folloMs:

areae

are

specified

for

a) Bang Plakod Anchorage at km.+lO to km.+ll
for discharging exploeives.
b) Bang Hua Sua dolphins and Klong Toey
dolphins at km.+13 to km.+15 and km.+27 to
+28 for berthing general cargo ships.
c) Naval ship moorings at km.+22 to km.+24
d) Sathu Pradit mooring area at km.+36 to
km.+37 for general cargo ships.
e) Three anchorage prohibited areae at km.+24
to +25, km.+30 to +31 and km.+40 to km.+41.
3. The navigation aids
The

existing navigation

aids in

Bangkok port

coneiete of;
five transit lines, with a total number of
nine lights at the Bangkok Bar Channel. The
center of the channel in each section ie
indicated by a pair of leading marke(see
Table 2-1 and Figure 1-3).

Table 2-1 The Bangkok Bar channel Iraneil linealleatfing lighte)
The leading larke
A and
C and
E and
6 and
E and

B
0
F
H
I

Dietance

Bearing

-18 lo -13
-13 lo -10
-10 to - 7
- Uo 4 1
♦ 1 lo - 4

034
018
030
306
126
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Noainal
Range of lighle
4
4
9
4
9

H.
H.
M.
H.
H.

b) The buoyage eyetem of the channel* nhich is
a unilateral system except at the large bend
where buoye indicate both sides of the
channel. The buoys have daymarks and lights
but not radar reflectors. The nominal range
of the lights of the buoys is 3 miles.
c) A pilot station light and the Bangkok Bar
tide station light.
4. Ths Traffic pattern

water

The Chao Phraya River is
transport,
and
compared
to

the main road for
other
means
of

transportation it is the most efficient one.
The traffic problem in the river is
than in

the channel,

even though it

is wider

not less

and deeper,

because the number of movements of vessels is larger.
Vessels use ths river without much discipline. For example,
crossing ahead in close quarter situations or overtaking at
a

bend

are

common

practice

and this

regularly

creates

dangerous situations.
At the Bangkok Bar Channel, the traffic will be
dense at a peak period during the high water period for
about 4 hours. Inbound and outbound traffic pass each other
at the same time and the proceeding time in the Bar channel
is at

least one

hour. Passing ships

in convoy,

winds and

currents, shallow water, barge trains, bends and poor
visibility and some of the difficulties that the Bangkok
pilots and ship masters are increasingly faced with.
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2.1.2 Navigational hazarda* conatrainta and oaaualty
raoord
1. Navigational hazarda
The navigational
Channel and the river can

hazards
in the Bangkok Bar
be divided into three groups:

reduced visibility; Mind, wave and
in the channel.

currents; and the depths

a) Reduced visibility

is

influenced

As mentioned before, the climate in Thailand
by monsoon winds. Moderate to heavy rain

occurs in the rainy season and fog and haze usually occur
during dawn and sunset. In such a long and narrow channel,
if visibility is reduced by either rain or fog, the vessel
can easily ground with a strong cross-channel current. The
existing navigation
aids do not have lOOX visibility
especially when the leading lights are totally obscured.
b) Minds, waves and currents
Just
before a
thunderstorm, the
wind
sometimes increases suddenly up to 30 knots. The pathwidth
of the ship will increase with the drift angle.
The current can be divided by the direction
into two groups. First, there is a current along the channel
which

influences the ground speed. The other is the current

across the channel with speeds of 1.0 - 2,5 knots. The
pathwidth of the ship in this situation increases and two
ships passing each other require accurate manoeuvering in
that case.
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c) Tha dapths in the channal
The ohannal

actually ia ahalloner

than ita

minimum requirement in some areas eapacially at the sides of
the

channel. 8o

especially

nhen

Moreover, some

the

chance

two

ships

of
are

ships pass the

collision
passing,

or
is

Bar with a small

stranding,
vary

high.

Under Keel

Clearance and have difficulties in manoeuvsring.
2. Navigational oonstrainto
The

difficulties in

navigating in

the channel

and river are of various kinds.
a)
loH

Navigation in Bangkok Bar Channel has a very

safety margin when

one ship

is overtaking

or passing

another as ehonn in Figure 2-1.

figort 2-1 lao thipi patting al the Bangksk Bar Channtl nitk lot taftty targin

t
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b) Thara ara aaveral banda in tha

rivar* in tha

channel and at tha Bangkok Bar. Tha aharp banda that have a
potential for navigational danger are ahonn in Table 2-2.
Takle M

The deraclerltUet of lie okarp btoda
ia tba (kao Pkraya tivar.

lendt

ka.

Maval Icadeoy
Pkra Pra laeof
Chong Hon 8i

«8
♦17
♦30

CooTH changt
(degrees)

oidtk
(a)

ladioi
(0)

260
220
170

1.200
720
860

094
094
094

When the chip ie turning, it will have a certain
pathnidth due to the drift angle and we can calculate the
pathHidth by the following formula( eee Figure 2-2);
8

fi|art 2-2

*

B + L einf'^)

Ike pallwiitk of a skip
( Hooff: 1989. pp XHU
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Fifurt 2-1 Im thipe pattiai at Iht Tbra Pra lataf band

Figure 2-3 ehowe two ehips

with a length of 170

m. and a breadth of 25 m. paeeing at Phra Pra Oaeng bend
with a drift angle of 15 degrees. The pathwidth of each ship
is 50 in. and the navigational margin on each side is

30 m..

which is too dangerous.
c) The tide

causss many vessels to

the Bangkok Bar as quickly as possible,
have to wait for the next tide. A vessel
28

rush out to

as otherwise they
proceeding to the

Bar Hith very low margins of underkeel clearance Mill have
difficulty in manoeuvering properly in the channel.
In
addition, there are speed limitations caused by the squat
effect.

permission
require

d)
The extra
from the Harbour

very

high

width. Hhen passing
limited, but also

large
vessels. Mhich
have
Department to enter the port,

precautions due

to

their

draught and

other ships not only is the width more
the suction forces are greater than

normal.
e) Barge trains, the tugs usually have low power
engines and when engaged in towing 2-3 lighters their speed
is only 2-3 knots. So when it is in the river passing a bend
or when there is a cross current in the channel. the
pathwidth of the barge train can be large(see Figure 2-4).

0

figure 2-1 Ihe pathuidlh of barge train

Figure 2-4 shows that a tug towing two barges
in the Bangkok Bar Channel with a current across the channel
at a 20-degree angle. As a result, the barge train has to
29

steer at an angle of 9.7 degrees ae compensation for the
current’s effect. The pathwidth of the barge train with a
safety factor of 0.75 of the breadth of the barge on both
sides, has increased from 31.2 meters to 60 meters while the
ground track is in the same direction of the channel.
3. Casualty racorjd
According to the casualty records, about 30 to
40 accidents happen in the river and the Bar Channel each
year. Table 2-3 shows the records for the period 1980-1990
and Table 2-4 gives the records for 1990. The accidents are
of different kinds and occur under different conditions(see
Table 2-4). Recently two serious accidents have happened:
one was in the channel. the other in the port. In the first
case, two ships collided at the entrance of the channel. Due
to a very strong wind. the outbound ship drifted into the
other vessel which was turning to enter the channel. One
ship sank immediately near the channel.
It was salvaged
after 14 days and found to be a constructive total loss.
In
the second case, an inbound ship came near the P.A.T
container port and ran into thick fog. The visibility
suddenly dropped to 100 meters. The ship hit the quay and
(able 2-3

Accident record for 1980-1990
(Source: Barbour OeparlaenU

Kind of accident

80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90

Collision betseen
ship and ship
2 3 8 b 2 11 7 6 8 4 6
ship and barge 6 8 5 7 3 5 6 14 11 5 4
Hit a sharf or
toored sbip/barge 9 10 11 18 10 6 S 3 NA HA 21
Srounding
11 12 8 12 26 9 11 2 HA HA 8
Total

30 33 32 <3 41 31 29 25 19

30

9 39

Ublt H

SwMry of aecitoil rtcortf io I9W
(•oorec: lUrlnor liportaoai)

No.of uses

Kind of oceitfMt
tivor fibaooel
Nit a iiliarf or thip/barjt oooroN
Colliaion/Iooch aitk bar§e

21
2
23

ToUl
langkiA lar Ckaooel
Croondios
Collition/Touch oith barft
Golliiion/Touch oitk other ihip

8
2
3
16

Total

39

Total accidents

Cause of accident in the river ami channel No.of uses
Poor unoeovrability of barge
Strong current
Poor visibility
Course change or passing and
ois-steering
Krong engine order
ethers (engine breakdoun.urelessness)

2
2
2
12
5
16
No.of cases

Tioe of accidrat

23
10
6

8«y
Night
Saun/Dusk

tha protruding bow knockad the ahore gantry crane down.
Fortunately in these two cases, the channel was not blocked
and there were

no dangerous goods on board the ships and no

lives were lost.
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From th« records,
major caueee of accidents:

ms

can identify

the falloning

1.. main engine, auxiliary engine or steering
engine failures
2. poor manoeuvrability of barge trains
3. natural phenomena, i.e.. Hind, current, fog,
rain
4. the insufficient depth and width of the channel
for ovareize ships*
5. fflie-'eteering and wrong engine manoeuvering due
to poor communication
2.1.3 The existing communications system
The maritime communications network under the
control of the Communications Oivieion of the Port Authority
of Thailand provides telecommunications services for ships
calling at the Bangkok port, and is aleo responsible for
maritime safety and ship distress calling. The navigational
information, s.g. navigation warnings, weather forecasts and
Bangkok port traffic is broadcast at particular times. Telex
and facsimile services are aleo available from other ports
and shipping agents. Other types of services such as
satellite communications and
a national communications
network are supported
Communication Authority
system

consists

of

by
of

three

the
radio station of
the
Thailand. The communication
aspects:

the

frequencies, the

network and the procedures.
1. Fraqusnoiss
The
Communications Oivieion
of the
Port
Authority of Thailand works on the following frequencies.
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m)

H.F.

-*
“
-

poH«r 1«000 Matts, rangs 1.200 Hilss
port calling frequency (Rx) 8.364 KHz.
port Morking frequency (Tx) 8.466 KHz.
listening ties (local time) at 0700.
1000. 1300. 1600 and 2000 Hrs.(about
30 minutes in each case)
8.8.6. power 60 watts, range 50 Hi lee
for internal working frsquenciea:

b) H.F.

4.1450. 4.4208. 7.9430 and 8.2825 HHz.
** power 1.000 watts, range 300->500 Hilss.
-* port calling frequency (Rx) 500 KHz.
- port working frequency (Tx) 443 KHz.
- listening time (local time) 0600 - 2400
Hre.
- traffic lists broadcast daily at 1145
Hre. and the beginning of every hour
from 0600 - 2400 Hrs.(local time)
*- listening 24 hours for maritime
distress signal on 500 KHz.

c) M.H.F.- power 60 watts, range 60 Hi lee:
- channel 16, 156.800 HHz. listening 24
Hrs. for port calling and maritime
distress signal
- working frequencies:
channel 6(156.000 HHz.)
channel 13(156.650 HHz.)
channel 14(156.700 HHz.)
channel 25(161.125 HHz.)
2. Network
The
communications
communications center in Bangkok
Thailand and
is linked
with

network
has the
main
at the Port Authority of
internal and
external

departments and agencies(see Figure 2-5).
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n9«ri i-i

ihi tsiiliif MMiMUiM Mlnrk

( CJ.T. standt for CoMunicatioii ketiiorilr of Tbailaiid)
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3. CcMMnunioation prooadursf

port

hava

Shipe bound for Bangkok port or staying in tha
to folloa
the coimnuni cat ions procedure for

reporting to the P.A.T. and the harbour master«
a) report the ship's name and particulars* ETA*
draught and cargo* 24 hours before arrival
b) confirm ETA one hour before arriving at the
Bangkok Bar
c) inform when anchored at the Bangkok Pilot
station
( at the entrance of the Bangkok Bar Channel)
d) inform when proceeding into the channel and
prepare to get the immigration clearance
while passing Samut Prakarn province
e) notify the tug and the berth officer of
approaching the harbour, one hour in advance
f) inform when anchoring or berthing is
completed
g) for departure, ships have to inform the ETD
24 houre in advance for port clearance and
tug aeeistance
h) report tha departure of the ship and the
passing out of the channel
2.2 The naosesity of a VT8 in Bangkok
According

to any definition

of VT8* the

aim is the

safety and efficiency of navigation. The implementation of
VT8 in Bangkok is aimed at the safety and efficiency of
navigation in the Bangkok Bar Channel and Chao Phraya River.
People who live in the vicinity will benefit as well as
crews and passengers who use this route. The port and
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shipping business.

the marine environment and

the economy

of the country will profit as msII.
The main causes of the accidents in Table 2-4 are
ranked in descending order: mechanical failures and human
errors(
16 cases), course change or passing or mis—
etsering(12 cases);
manoeuvrability of
cases);

wrong
engine order(5 cases): poor
bargss(2 cases):
poor visibility<2

and strong currsnts(2

able to do anything about

cases). The VT8

will not be

mechanical failures but will help

to avoid human error and misjudgment. For the other causes
of
accidents, the VT8 will play a role in reducing
collisions through traffic management(space allocation).
To optimize the use of the waterways, the VT8 will
manage the traffic
time for ships due
navigation.
The

flow efficiently to reduce the waiting
to tides, bearing in mind the safety of

VTS in Bangkok

is necsesary for

the following

reasons:
1. The Thai people, crews and paeeengers should be
protected from the dangers of maritime accidents through the
functioning of the VTS. Nowadays increasing ships size and
increasing amounts and toxicity of dangerous goods may cause
catastrophes.
2. The

natural resources should be

conserved and

the environmental pollution by shipping activities should be
prevented.
Similarly, the consequences of marine accidents
will damage natural resources and environment which has many
effects on sea exploitation activities(see 1.2.4).
3. The utilization of the waterway should be
improved in term of traffic movement and navigation.
4. Economic losses should be reduced through the
prevention of maritime accidents and the improvement of
traffic flow.
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5. port survaillanes

and security asasuras should

ba upgraded to control illegal activities in shipping*
6. A
coamunications network,
an inforaation
exchange and a shipping data bank in Bangkok port should be
developed.
7.
The
1973/1978 MARPOL

IMO
and

conventions such as 1974 SOLAS.
1979 SAR
conventions should be

iapleaented.

2.3 ProfNisal for the Bangkok VT8
To aset the objective of the development
port, the following measures to enhance the VTS

of Bangkok
in Bangkok

are proposed:

the

VTS

1. the establishment of a VTS organization
2. the area of coverage in the Chao Phraya River.
boundary begins
from Bangkok Bridge
km.+42

downstream to the-Bangkok Bar channel and ends at the outer
end of the Bangkok Bar channel and it also includes the
Bangkok port

boundary

at the

Bangkok Bar

bounded by

the

following lines:
— Meet boundary delimited by a line drawn from
the coast along the longitude 100*32*E
— East boundary delimited by a line drawn from
the coast along the longitude i00”39*E
— South boundary established by a line along
the latitude 13*22’N intersecting the West
and East boundaries
3. the participation of ships in the VTS is
compulsory for all passenger ships irrespective of size and
all cargo ships of 300 tons gross tonnage and upward and all
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toNing

vBssals with

a

langth

of tow

of

100 matars

and

upward.
4. tha ahipa that participata

in tha VT8 ahall ba

aquipped with VHP radiotalaphonaa at cartain channala
5. a new traffic ayatam ahall ba inatallad

(aa

mentioned in Chapter 5)

2.4 Need for other improvamanta
The
guarantee
traffic

impleflientation
the eafety

of

VT8

alone

of navigation.

8oina

cannot

fully

other important

components require upgrading ae well— for inetance.

the improvement of the infraatructuro of tha port, ae
mentioned in Chapter 5, and the improvement of email boat
behaviour

through

education about

rules and regulations.
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an

enforcement

of the

CHAPTER 3
VT8 FUNCTIONS

3.1 VT8 dsfinitions and functions
IMO gives as a VTS definition:
Vemllnffie 8w»»ce w »
118 it any ttrtice itpletenled by a cwpelenl aulhorily, detisned lo itprove taftly and tfficitncy of
vcml traffic and protect of tbe environtenl, Ike tereice tbould be dedicated to the floe of toch
traffic and haec the capability lo interact nilb it and reepond lo traffic eiloalione deeeiopinj in
tbe m area-UBO Res.578lHI; 1985. revised by IBO BAV 57/11: 199U.
A vessel traffic service

also is described as

an

intepaled systea enconpassing the technologiee, equipssnt and people enpioyed lo coordinate vessel
lovesents in or approaching a port or nateriuy''(Lynch: 1985, pp 21).
Another interesting description is "A vessel traffic syslet
consists of an integrated plan, regulations, people, eguipeenl and facilities for the collection,
analysis and dissenination of infornalion lo assist and direct as needed, the eanoeuvering of vessels
in Haters subject to congested vessel traffic*(Lynch: 1985, pp 24).
According to the definitions, a t/T8 is established
for

collecting data and

navigation and it

processing information to

will provide that information

to coordinate vessel

definitions,

services.

more

supporting

For instance,

can provide ships
accurate

frequent.
order to

and

Also

space.

it

any navigational

ships or by nature.
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will

with the

systems it
d^taij^d,

perform as

expedite vessel
will

and to

traffi^ with

is mor^
It

navigation by shore-based equipment
them of

vessel

with information

traffic coordinator in

warning

in line

compared with existing

and more

allocate

to vessels

traffic for efficiency reasons

assist in navigation for safety reasons.
The VTS functions are designed,
above

use for

support

a

movements
shipboard

in guiding the vessels,
danger

caused by

other

Thers ar« •oma interesting etatietice concerning
the number of ship collieions annually in the Dover Strait.
They have been reduced to a satisfactory level by the
effectiveneee of the traffic eeparation echemee and the
Vessel Traffic Service ae shown in Figure 3-1.

Fifes M CollitiiMS is lie lom Strait(l960 to 1979)
(MST 30i: 1988. pp 118)

ton

<
s
^

ncreassnc provision op

30-

SHIP-BORNE RADAR
EXTENDED
RADAR
COVERAGE

COLLISION
REGULATIONS
REVISEO

CHANNEL

fcT

navigation

S'i .
ra
sz

INFORMATION
SERVICE
BEGINS

1S69

19T1

1991

YEAR

COLLISIONS IN THE DOVER STRAIT (1960 TO 19791

The VT8 functions can be categorized into two main
areas, namely internal functions and external functions.
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3.2 Th« intarnal function* of the VT8
3.2.1. Oat* oollaotion/aoquiaition
VT8 data may come from varioua soureaa for
axampla, tha Harbour Oapartment. tha Port Authority of
Thailand* the Hetaorological Oepartmant* tha Hydrographic
Oapartmant* ahipa and chipping companiaa and
tha VT8
monitoring atationa. Data muat ba updated from tima to tima
depending upon tha rata at Mhich it changea. Tha data
collectad ahould be relevant and aufficiant in quantity and
accuracy. VT8 data generally may be divided into 4 groupe aa
folloMa:
1. Navigational data
~ state of navigation aide and waternay
including structures and obstructions
- areas of high traffic density
~ state of berths and anchorages
■* water depths
- emergency situations and pollution
2. Environmental data
meteorological data regarding fog* rain,
thunderstorms and visibility* wind speed and
direction* aaa conditions* ate.
“ hydrological data regarding tha tide and
current in the river and the Bangkok Bar
Channel
3. Ship data
- ship’s callsign* nationality, ship’s
dimension* draught* speed limits* ETA* ETC*
origin and destination, dangerous goods*
ship deficiencies, manoeuvering particulars
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4.

Traffic data
- ship’s callaign. ah^p’a position, course and
spaed, intended tracks, Naypoints.

3.2.2. Data evaluation
As nsntionsd
directly

in

certain

before,
cases.

the data
Collected

cannot
data

be

has

used
to

be

evaluated first. This task can be done very well by a
computer by taking raw data and processing them by sorting,
merge, extracting, collating and extrapolating to obtain the
necessary information for
— generating total traffic image, density, flow
and composition
— aeeeeeing the potential risks in traffic
— analyzing the traffic to allocate epeede and
space

3.2.3 Osoision making
After the data are evaluated, the VT8 will make
the traffic plane based on the data, rules and regulations
which best suit the situation. The plans that are mads by
the VT8 include sailing plans and contingency plans.
1. 8ailing plans
After the data evaluation, the total traffic
will be considered and planned by the VT8 and the sailing
plan which consists of time and space allocations for
individual ships may be distributed to the ships. With the
consent of a ship’s master, the sailing plan will become
valid; otherwise if any ship has a good reason to change the
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•ailing plan, it may do ao Miihin good tima and in a aafe
mannar. Thay ara obligad to inform tha VT8, howavar, and
obtain approval.
2. Contingency plana

caaaa

of

Contingency plana are plana which ara uaed in
amergancy auch aa colliaion, grounding, firm

aboard, diaablad ahipa, poor viaibility, ate. Each type of
•margancy haa ita own plan which ia deeigned by the VT8.
Mhen auch a
aituation occura, the procedure
of the
contingency plan will be announced

by the VT8 and all ehipe

are obliged to comply with thie procedure.

3.3 Tha axtarnal functlona of tha VT8
3.3.1. Data proviaion/axchanga
Data provision refers to the flow of information
from the VTS to the ships in the traffic. The useful
information provided by the VTS supports the masters of
ships in decision making by enabling them to make a full
appraisal of the information. The information may be divided
into
two groups:
general information
and individual
information. According to the type of information, the data
would be provided to ships in two ways: the general
information by broadcasting and the individual information
by ship-shore or ship-ship communication. At this stage the
navigation of the ship is left to the decisions of the
master and without any influence or interference by the VTS.
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3.3.1.1 Ganaral infor«uition
Broadcasting
of
navigational snvironmsnt
information, daily traffic movsmsnts. navigation Harnings.
local notices to mariners.
local weather report
and
hydrological information including visibility, guete
storms, tides, currents and changes in depth of the

and
Bar

Channel; specific navigational conditions: hindrances, barge
trains, large ship encounters, dredging works, fishing
vessel density and other specific items
- Instantaneous broadcast of

urgent notification

within the VTS area: rogues, grounding, collisions, fire on
board, pollution, relevant details for navigating in port
when a vessel is entering or leaving port waters.
— Exchange of ship

information with adjacent VT8

centers, probably at Learn Chabang Deep Sea Port
- SAR information to RCC
- Providing published information bulletins
3.3.1.2 Individual information
- Individual shipping information service
- Individual general information service

3.3.2. Monitoring function
For monitoring the

traffic an identification and

tracking system is essential. Progress can be monitored by
ships reporting the position through radio communication.
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but independent monitoring requiree radar* VHF DF, closedcircuit TV and/or visual observation from shore or patrol
boats.
The

VT8 has to

coverage to

ensure:

navigation

and

a good

monitor the traffic
traffic

shipe'compliance

in the area

flow, the
with

the

safety
rules

of
and

regulations.
1. Good traffic flow
If

every

thing

goes according

the

sailing

plans, the time and space allocations will be in good order.
However, an unexpected situation may arise which may require
a change of plan. To detect this, continuous traffic
monitoring by the VTS is necessary.
2. Safety of navigation

dangers in

The VTS has to constantly monitor hazards or
navigation, risks of collision, and traffic

deficiencies such as ship delays or obstructions of barge
trains. If a hazard is detected, a warning will be given to
ships to avoid unwanted consequences.
3. Shipe'compliance with the rules and
regulations
When a breach of rules or regulations occurs,
the VTS will detect this as soon as possible. A warning will
be given to ships to prevent any accident that might occur
due to non-compliance with safety rules and regulations.
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3.3.3. Control function
Tha control
function of the
VT8 comprieea
activities, nhere ships are given diraotivss to follow
certain procedurae* and aleo the enforcement of rules and regulations.
1. Control of traffic
If the VT8 monitoring determines that an uneafs
navigation situation will arise, then it has to intervene in
the traffic.
It may do eo by exercising ite authority to
give directives to the traffic in accordance with the
situation and circumstances.
conducted

The control of traffic

may be

in the form of directives regarding the movements

or navigation of ships in the VT8 coverage area.
- The directives for movements are given to the
traffic that is entering, leaving or moving within the VTS
area.
- The directives for navigation apply to the
traffic flow, for example by controlling ship speed in order
to have safe distances between ships in tha same traffic
path or to have ships encountering at .appropriate points. At
the request of a ship, the VT8 may aeeist the ship in
navigating

in the

VT8 by

advising it

of its

position or

directing it through the channel. However, the master
the final authority in controlling the ship.

has

2. Enforcement of rules and regulations
Uhen the
regulations, a warning

VTS discovers

a breach

will be given. If the

of rules

and

ship doss not

comply with the rules and regulations after the warning, the
VTS may decide to intervene as necessary and ships may be
penalized.
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3.3.4

ftsiRadial function

Th« remedial function is
is incorporated in the tasks of the

the extra function that
VT8 in order to utilize

the VT8 equipment and its facilities for purposes other than
traffic control. The special tasks refer to the following
operations:
- Radio watchkseping for safety and distress
signals
- Search and rescue operations
- Medical aeeistance
- Pollution prevention
- Salvage operation
- Other special operations
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CHAPTER 4
ORGANIZATION AND STRUCTURE OF THE BANGKOK UTS

4.1 Vassal Traffic Sarvics Organization
To be eBtabliahed under the authority of the Harbour
Department, the Bangkok Vessel Traffic Service organization
is the organization that would supervise, manage and control
the vessel traffic in Bangkok port. As a matter of fact, the
VTS would take over these specific functions from the Water
Transport Inspection Division of the Harbour Department
which is currently responsible for the water traffic for the
whole

country. The Bangkok VTS organization would be headed

by the Bangkok Vesael Traffic Service Division or Bangkok
VTS Division.
It would supervise, manage and control the
vessel traffic in Bangkok port with the VTS operators and
special equipment and facilities. The VTS organization would
consist of 5 subdivisions:
1. Bangkok VTS Division
2. Bangkok VTS Center(Bangkok VTC)
3. Monitoring stations
4. Patrol boats
5. Bangkok port traffic
The

VTS

organization

chart

shows

the

structure

and

organization of .the proposed Bangkok VTS (see Figure 4-1).
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fi9»r« H

Proposed leogkok VIS Orgenization
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4.1.1 Bangkok VT8 Oiviaion
The Bangkok VTS Division Nill be the authority Nhich
ie responsible for the supervision, management and control of
the traffic in Bangkok Port(see Figure 4-1). It will have
several units under its authority; the Bangkok VTS center and
supporting units such as monitoring stations and patrol boats.
The Bangkok VTS Division will be responsible for:
1. VTS implementation and policies, recruitment
of VTS personnel
2. drafting rules and regulations concerning vessel
traffic services and remedial services
3. setting up communications procedures and
operation procedures
4. promulgating VTS rules and regulations
5. provision of VTS equipment, facilities and their
maintenance
7. administration and management of the VTS
organization
8. training of VTS personnel
9. cooperation with the other divisions, agencies
and organizations
4.1.2 The Bangkok VT8 Center
The Bangkok
VTS Center will
be the
control
center(see Figure 4-1) that will be operated 24 hours a day.
The main functions of the VTS center are to be:
1. data collection/acquisition
2. data evaluation
3. data provision/exchange
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4. port clearance
5. making.eai1ing plane for the traffic
6. monitoring the safety of navigation, navigational
hazards and dangers, the traffic flow
7. traffic organization
8. enforcement of rules and regulations
9. remedial activities
The function of the VT8

center will be supported by

its equipment installed in the control centers communications
network
and identification
and
tracking network.
The
communications network is consisted of radio telex, satellite
communication equipment and MHF for ship-shore communication;
and telephone, telex, telefax and data communication for
shore—shore
network is
tracking

communication. The identification and tracking
composed of VHF direction finders, automatic

radars.

radar

data processing

computer,

database

computer and control con8ole(see details in Chapter 6).
4.1.3 Monitoring stations
The

monitoring

stations

will

be

unmanned

and

equipped with radars and VHF direction finders.
4.1.4 Patrol boats
The patrol boats manned with crews will patrol the
river at particular times to regulate and monitor the traffic
in the river. Sometimes they will be on standby for assisting
the VTS center when it is required to go on the scene to
inspect a ship or investigate an accident and report to the
VTS center.
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4.1.5 Marohant Marina Training Cantar
Tha

Merchant

Marine

Training

cantar.

another

organization under the Harbour Department, ie the appropriate
institute for training VT8 personnel. It has various equipment
and facilities for training ship officers such as a radar
simulator and communications equipment. It will be able to
provide short courses
recruited as well ae

for training VT8 operators who are
courses to refresh and update VT8

personnel who will have been

working for a period of time(see

Chapter 7 for further details).
4.1.6 Other organizations
These organizations are the external organizations
with which it will be necessary to cooperate. The VT8 center
will require
information or
organizations such as the Pilot
Inspection Division, the Port
Meteorological
Department. the
Immigration Division, the other

cooperation or
both from
Division, the Mater Transport
Authority of Thailand. the
Customs Department.
the
VT8 organization, shipping

companies, agencies, etc.

4.2 Infrastructure changes relevant to the VT8
The infrestructure of the VT8 will be part of the
infrastructure of the port. The existing infrastructure needs
improvsment and what
does not exist will have
to
established. The following improvements will be required:
1. The

Bangkok Bar

Channel needs to

be dredged

standard depth through the channel.
2. The Bar Channel buoys should be laid
of the channel.
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be

to a

on both sides

3.

As for ths

installation of othsr

navigation aids,

channsl buoys should be equipped with radar reflectors and a
radar beacon should be established at ths Bangkok Bar Channel.
4. Establishment of one-May traffic schemes on a time
slot basis(for details see Chapter 5).
5. A communications nsteork and an
tracking netnorks for the VT8 will be
Chapter 5).

identification and
required(sse also

6. Ths anchorage areas at Bangkok Pilot Station and in
the river for general cargo ships and dangerous cargo ships,
should be upgraded in order to accommodate a greater number of
ships with satisfactory safety precautions and measures.
7. A remedial network will be required to establish
communications and cooperation between the VTS and other
entities such as a Search and Rescue center, a hospital in
cooperation

for

medical

assistance, and

towing assistance or accident.
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tugs

in

cases of

CHAPTER 5
IHPLEHENTATION AND OPERATION OF THE BANOKOtC VT8

5.1 N«w traffic pattern, rulaa and ragulationa
Because

of

the

presence of undisciplined

complexity

of

traffic

Naternay users, it is

and

the

necessary to

set up a neN traffic pattern in a structural nay. 8o that
masters and pilots Hill be able to clearly understand and
aseeee the prevailing circumstances. If a problem arises or
something goes
and they will

wrong, it will be detected in an early stage
have more time to make decieione and take

actions in order to avoid collision or grounding or other
dieaetere. Uith the new traffic pattern and new rules and
regulations, the safety and efficiency of navigation will be
improved ae weM ae the protection of the environment.

5.1.1 The new traffic pattern

Bangkok

The new
VTS takes

traffic pattern to be
into consideration the

proposed in the
limitations and

dangers in the river and Bangkok Bar Channel and the dangerous
cargo transportation to be controlled. The new traffic pattern
for the implementation of the VTS ie proposed as follows:
a) The barge trains should have a limitation on
length; the tugs should have a minimum horsepower. They should
navigate does to the bank of the river and should avoid
navigating in the middler of the river or channel as much ae
possible.
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b) The speed' of ships should be lioitsd Hhsn
navigating in the river and in the channel* In particular*
Mhan two ships are passing a low speed for both ships should
be required.
Another crucial
point is
the £jv©rtaking
situation* where it is allowed. Not only does the speed S&aiit
have to be taken into account but also the difference between
speed of the two ships should be large enough to make the
overtaking time as short as possible.
c) The ferry boats crossing the river at the Phra
Pra Oaeng bend(km.-t-lS) should give way to the seagoing vessels
passing in this area.
d) For ships or barge trains carrying dangerous
goods, the following special precautions should be imposed:
- They have to navigate without encountering
other seagoing vessels or barge trains in the
Bar Channel and to keep a good distance from
the ships ahead and astern. Special attention
should be paid when she is proceeding in the
river until berthed.
- They have to anchor when the visibility is
reetricted.
s) One-way traffic on a time-slot basis for seagoing
vessels and barge trains at the bends in the river and the Bar
channel should be established as follows:
In the river:
1. between km**-29.0
2. between km't-24.5

and km**-30.0
and km-t-25.5

3. between km-t-l/.O
4. between km-*- 7.5

and km+19.0
and km-*- 8.5
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In the Bangkok Bar Channel:
1. from kffl.O and km**18.0

5-*l. It

The one-Hay traffic echemee are ehown in Figure
is not alloHed to have ships encountering in these

schemes. The passage plan should be carefully considered and
planned eo that no ships are passing or overtaking in this
area. If the plan cannot be followed* the ship sailing against
the current should
current.

give way

to

the ehip

sailing with

the

f) Ship reporting schemes should be established to
identify the seagoing veseele and the barge trains. All ships
should report their name and callsign, position and other
information(specified
Center(Bangkok VTC)

in 5,3) to

the Bangkok

Vessel Traffic

1. before entering the Bangkok Bar Channel
2. before leaving the berth or heaving up the
anchor at the anchorage
3. when passing so-called reporting pointe(RP)
as follows:
RP 1. Bangkok Bar entrance km.-18
RP 2. Pom Phra Chulachomklao km.O
RP 3. Naval Academy km.■*■8
RP 4, Phra Pra Oaeng bend km.->-18
RP 5. ESSO oil storage km.4-30
RP 6. Krung Thep Bridge at km.+40
(see Figure 5-1)
4. when berthed or anchored.
g) The overall traffic should be planned, controlled
and monitored by
VTC).

the Bangkok

Vessel
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Traffic Center(Bangkok

5.1.2 Rulaa and Regulationa
5.1.2.1 Introduction
Rules
and
regulations
for
navigation
and
environmental control in the river and the Bar Channel will
provide the basic principles of operation for all waterway
users in order to navigate in that specific area in the same
manner, eepecially for collision avoidance.
The rules and regulations nowadays in force in
Thailand are contained in two acts: the Navigation in Thai
Waters

Act

B.E.2456(A.D.1913)

and

the

Regulations

for

Preventing Collieione of Ships Acts B.E.2522(A.O.1979).
1.

The terms, definitions

and regulations of the

Navigation in Thai Waters Act B.E.2456 Part 1 Section 1-6 with
respect to navigation in the Chao Phraya River and the Bangkok
port, are rather out of date for the present situation.

ships

2. The Regulations for Preventing Collisions of
Acts B.E.2522 in compliance with the International

Regulations for Preventing Collisions at Sea, 1972, gives the
Harbour Department the authority to adopt the regulations for
preventing

collisions of

ships

navigating^

in channels

and

rivers.These
were
adopted
in
B.E.2524.
However,
no
consideration was given to the navigation in ports and
harbours such as Bangkok port and Sattahip Deep Sea port. When
there ie a lack of appropriate rules and regulations a
conflict of navigation always occurs and a solution to the
conflict has to be agreed or it will end up causing an
accident.
Another problem
the

barge trains

regulations for

and
the

is the

fishing

impediment of

vessels.

navigation of

Special

such vessels

traffic by
rules

and

in the

Bar

Channel and the Chao Phraya River
increase navigational discipline.

ehould be

imposed

to

5.1.2.2 Nan rules and regulations
The rules and

regulations which will

be required

in the VT8 are:
1. A revisions are necessary in the revised
Navigation in Thai Maters Act B.E.2456 Part 1 section l*-6
concerning the navigation channel and traffic lanes in the
Bangkok Bar Channel

and the Chao Phraya River;

the duties of

ship masters when entering and leaving the Bangkok port;
anchorages, mooring and berthing; size and speed limits; and
accident investigation.
2. Adoption of rules for navigation in the Bangkok
Bar Channel and the Chao Phraya River to impose one way
traffic schemes and limit the speed and direction of traffic
flows.
The rules for overtaking situations and head-on
situations have to be given more emphasis which also applies
to the passing distance, traffic density, size and draught of
ships, manoeuvrability of ships and the assessment of
circumstances such

ae winds,

currents, visibility,

ships in

vicinity.
3.

Rules

ehould

be designed

to

limit

the tow

length of barge trains and the minimum horsepower. Tugs should
be
able to perform the VHP communications and keep a
continuous listening watch while navigate in the VTS area.
4.

Rules

for

the

reporting

scheme

and

communications procedures should be adopted. Participation in
the reporting scheme should be compulsory for cargo vessels
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above 300 6.R.T..
for barge trains.

for veeeele carrying dangerous

5. Authority should be given
to monitor and control the
rules

should

be

cargoes and

to the VTC in

order

traffic and the enforcement of the

effected in

cooperation

nith

the Bangkok

Harbour Master.

5.2 Communications system and tracking system
5.2.1 Communications system
A communications system will be required in the VTS
for ship to shore and shore to ship communication on
1. long range
2. medium range
3. short range
in

order to

broadcast

routine

messages

and

to

communicate with ships at sea and in the Bangkok port.
Another type of communication ie shore to shore via
land communication network.
It will be useful for acquiring
information from various sources and giving it to parties on
request.
In the existing system, communications between ship
and shore use radio telegraphy for long range and medium range
communication. For the Bangkok VT8. the radio telex should be
included in service for coastal vessels and the system of
communication via satellite should be introduced because
nowadays the number of satellite communication users is
increasing rapidly with the implementation of INMARSAT A and
INMARSAT CIvoice communication and data communication). In the
very near
future when
the INMARSAT
system is
fully
implemented, the ship-shore communication by radio telegraphy
will no longer exist on board modern vessels and at that time
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satellite communication will be neceeaary to make the Bangkok
port competitive.
For short range communication, at the moment the VHF
communication is the most efficient system. The short range
communication for the VT8 should have VHF communication with
sufficient channels for various users in consideration of the
channel load.
The shore to shore communication

for the VT8 should

use the landline network and be fully equipped with various
facilities such as telephone lines. telex, telefax and data
communica tion.
5.2.2 Identification and tracking eystem
Before the entry or movement of a ship in the VTS
area, the identity of that ship must be determined by the VTS
through the identification system.
The tracking system will be used for tracking ships
participating in the VTS.
It will give
and speed history and will also be

the position, course
a useful tool for

predicting the ship's position. However, torrential rains
within VTS area(especially at the Bangkok Bar), may cause
tracking failures, in such a case the special provision should
be used such as keeping the distance between ships larger than
normal and reducing the ehipe’speed,
1. Identification system
Identification will be made when a ship reports
to the VTS and verified when the ship passes the control
points as proposed in 5.1,1. The communication and operation
procedures and information contents will be discussed further
in 5.3. Ships which participate in the VTS have to report to
the VTS

center before entering

reporting points

by VHF

the VTS and when

communications. The
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passing the

VTS center,

by

using

the VHF and

the VHF

Bangkok Bar area), will be
Hithin the VT8 area.

Direction Finders(located
able to identify and

at the

track ships

2. The automatic tracking system
The automatic tracking system of the VT8 is
similar to the Automatic Radar Plotting Aids or so-called ARPA
that Hill be used on board ships. However, the automatic
tracking system for shore-based radars will be a larger system
with respect to the number of radars, combination of pictures
from different radars, number of targets to be tracked and the
display of information. For the Bangkok VT8, the automatic
tracking system should be able to detect and track at least 50
targets in the river and 100 targets at sea including channel
buoys. The automatic tracking system will consist of three
components:
a) Automatic tracking radars
The detection and tracking of ships will have
to be done at different remote radar sites to cover the whole
area of the VTS. Each radar site will have one radar and will
be unmanned. The radar antenna must be high enough to ensure
coverage.
b) Radar data links
Due to the installation of radars at different
sites in the extensive area to be monitored, the radar data
will have to be transmitted to the UTC to be processed and
displayed there. Hicrowave link
efficient means of doing this.
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will

probably be

the most

c) Radar data processing computer

center nill

The radar data processing computer at the VTS
have to process the information sent from the

remote radar sites before displaying at the central control
console. The computer will have to provide sufficient memory
and high
speed data processing
capability for
target
extraction and calculations and it should be real-time.

5.3 Procedures for communication and operations
The communication
convey
the
unambiguity.

procedure

informationwith

should

define

precision,

the

way

clarity

to
and

5.3.1 Communication Procedures
Communication will occur between masters, pilots and
the

VTC in planning and conducting navigation. The problem in

communicationfor navigation
language problem:

is,

as Van Hooff

explains, the

“ Ihe function of the pilot on board it that of an adviter to the tatter.

£ven if the pilot it periitted to conduct the navigation entirely by hittelf, the tatter retaint
retpontible. Ihit entailt that the tatter thould be able to judge the actiont of hie pilot at all titee,
and if necettary to intervene. Ihe tatter thould therefore be able to underttand the tettaget frot the
shore radar to the pilot. Since nortally theee tettaget are in the language of the country of the port, a
foreign captain nay not be able to understand their content. Hhen there is little or no tore tite to ask
the pilot for Irantlaiiont, the taster till be in very aukuard position'lNOOFF: 1982, pp Xl-77). To
improve
the
efficiency
and
effectiveness
of
voice
communication and overcome of the language problem, a uniform
communication procedure is a solution.
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I

1. Gsnaral prooaduraa
In VT8 operations, voice radio communication(VHF)
will play the most important role in providing information,
organizing the

traffic and

The communication
users

in

performing the control

procedure should

compliance

with

the

be set

up to

international

function.
define the

standards

of

maritime communication.
a)

The

procedure

should

specify

the

English

language ae the recommended language used for communications
in the Bangkok VT8. The Englieh language is internationally
recognized as the traditional maritime language. However. nonEnglish speakers have to overcome the difficulties
language such as pronunciation and vocabulary.
b) The physical

objects, areas and points

of the

in the

Bangkok VT8 should be named eo that they can be easily
identified and recognized, and for the ship reporting system
the
Alpha-Bravo
eystem should
be
specified(Resolution
A.646(16), 1989). The Alfa-Bravo system should be used in
voice communication to transmit messages with marking words.
The Alfa-Bravo eystem is classified as communication level 1
or "Slot and Filler" for the most frequent messages.(Mulders:
1990. pp 17).
c)

The

use

of

Btandard

Vocabulary ie recommended as a language
Marine Navigational Vocabulary(8MNV) was

Marine

Navigational

link. The Btandard
adopted by the IMO

Assembly.in 1977 as Resolution A.380(10) to enhance the safety
of navigation and conduct of ships and to standardize the
language used in communication for navigation at sea. in portapproaches, in waterways and harbours. The SMNV is classified
as communication level 2 or
massages( Mulders: 1990, pp 17).
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"Rigid

Format"

for

common

reference

d) The U88 of 8EA8PEAK, referring to the 8EA8PEAK
manual publiehed
by Pergamon Preee* ie
aleo

recommended*
It
containe
proceduree
for
initiating*
maintaining and terminating convereatione and the recommended
language and etructure of the meeeage. 8EA8PEAK followed
8MNV(1977), which wae adopted by IHO; the
communication proceduree(ITU etande for

ITU etandard radio
the International

Telecommunication Union)■ Through the uee of 8EA8PEAK in voice
ct»nmunication* the tranemieeion of information will be clear*
efficient
and
accurate.
Eeaepeak
ie
claeeified
ae
communication level

3 or

"Generative** for

the leaet

common

meeeagee(Huldere: 1990. pp 17).
e)

General
proceduree ehould
be eetabliehed
concerning*
for
example:
the
priority
eequencee
of
communicatione* the controlling etation*
interruptione of
communication* radio reception, and loee of contact and they
ehould comply with the ITU etandard radio communication
proceduree.
f)

The

harmonized with other

communication
typee of

proceduree

ehould

communication euch ae

be

NAVTEX

and meteorological broadcaete.
2. Exchange proceduree
The exchange proceduree will be ueed to organize
the information flow between two radio etatione- for example,
ehip to ehip or UTC to ehip.The procedure ie ae follower
a) Make initial call
b) Respond to call
c) Agree on working channel
d) Apply 8Hitch-over rulee
e) Transmit meeeage
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/

f) Respond to msssage transmission
g) End transmission
h) End procedure
3. Broadcast procedures
The

broadcast procedure

which

to be

used

for

radio message transmission by the Bangkok VT8 to several ships
simultaneouely is proposed as follows:
a) Hake initial call
b) Apply switch-over rules
c) Broadcast message
d)_ End procedure
5.3.2 Operation procedures
1. Reporting Bohsmes
The operation

procedures

may

be

divided

categories according to the type of operation.
1. ship report 24 hours before arrival
2. movement report
3. pre-entry and pre-departure report
4. entry and departure report
5. final report inbound and outbound
6. emergency and other reports
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into

6

table 5-1 The forNt for reportinfi categorieslAlfa-Bravo Syttea)

Categories
Data
1

2

3

4

5

6

l.Naee and
Callsign A

t

t

t

1

t

1

2.Tiae
(local1 1

-

1

1

1

1

t

J.Poaition

-

1

1

1

a

t

-

1

-

t

-

-

5.Speed
(knots) F

-

t

-

1

-

-

6.Last Port

1

-

-

-

-

-

7.ETA
(local) 1

1

-

-

-

-

-

S.Pilot

I

-

t

t

-

-

9.0rauglit
(aeters) 0

t

•

t

-

lO.Oangerous
Soods P

t

-

t

11.Agent

t

-

12.Type of
Ship U

t

-

13.fiioension
(aeters)0

1

14.Tug

C
4.Course
1

e

i

-

-

I

-

-

-

t

-

-

1

-

t

-

-

-

-

-

1

t

-

-

t

-

t

“

-

1

T

X
IS.Other
X

-
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2. Navigational aaaiatanca prooaduraa
The VTS Hill provide navigational aseiatance to
support
ships in
different situations.
The types
of
navigational
assistance
operation
are
navigational
information, hazard and danger Marnings, navigational advice
and

instructions, and

collision avoidance

and manoeuvering.

The procedure is as folloHs:
a) Ship callsign
b) Station that is calling
c) Respond to call
d) Type of navigational assistance operation
e) Operation message transmission
f) Respond to transmission
g) End transmission
h) End procedure

The lALA VTS Committee, Hhich included experts
from other four international associations, namely lAPH, IAIN,
IFSMA and IMPA, had studied the VTS communications and reached
the conclusion that "a clear understanding of the contents of such coHunications could be
best acheivcd by Uw use of standard oessages'ilUIV 36/lNf.8: 1990). Examples of VTS
communications to support the VTS furictions were produced and
submitted to the IHO (see details in Appendix 3) and these
examples give the clear understanding of the contents of the
VTS communication

and can

be applied to

siell.
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the Bangkok

VTS as

CHAPTER 6
TECHNICAL RE0U1REHENT8

6.1 Communioat ions nstwork
The communications network in the VTS will have to provide
ship-ehore communications and shors~shore communications. Ttie
communications
network
in
Bangkok
port
of
several
organizations such as the P.A.T., the Bangkok VTS» the pilot
station,
Authority

the
of

Harbour
Department and
the Communication
Thai land(coastal radio station)
should be

integrated.
6.1.1 Ship-shore communications
6.1.1.1 Long range and medium range communications

the range

For long range and medium range communications,
of communication will cover a distance of 200-500

N.Miles and 30-200 N.Miles. respectively. The
types of
communications systems used at present are HP, MF, VHP and
Satellite communication(Satcom).
1. Radio telex
Radio telex is still in use in ocean-going vessels
for ship-shore
communications.
It is
used
for
data
communication at a low speed rate(50 Baud) with zero error
checking.
In comparison with Satcom, radio telex is cheaper
for communications services. The radio telex machine consists
of transmission
and reception facilities with an input
keyboard and printing machine. The OTC should be equipped with
one radio telex.
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2. Satcom

The satellite communications system which operates
in worldwide services for maritime users nowadays is INMARSAT.
The

INMARSAT satellite

system,

which employs

geostationary

satellites and operates in the 1.5 and 1.6 GHz frequency
bands, provides a capability for two-way communications using
radio
telex
and
radio
telephone(direct-dial)•
data
communications(via telephone channel), and facsimile. Thailand
is covered by the Indian Ocean Region satellite and partly
m

covered
Coast

by the Pacific Ocean Region satellite and the nearest
Earth Stations

are

in Singapore

and

Hong Kong.

The

components required for the VTC are:
1. Inmarsat-A terminal(transportable)
2. Dynamically-driven parabolic antenna, generally
housed in a radorns
6.1.1.2 Short range communicatione

communication

For

short range

will

cover an

communications, the
area

with

a radius

range of
of

25—30

N.Miles(1ine-of-sight). The most effective equipment to use
for short distances for voice communication will be OHF
radiotelephone.
The device

that will

be needed

for the

VTC is a

VHF

inetallation which can operate in
- a frequency range of 155.5~163.550 MHz and 121.5 MHz
- half-duplex and full-duplex transmission modes.
- 99 channels(maritime mobile band)
- a 30-mile range
Each operator in the

VTC should have

disposal.
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a VHF set at

his

6.1.2 8hora~«hor« ocMMRunioations
Tha ahora-ahora
communication Mill
connact to
landlina communications natMork. Tha equipment to be installed
are telephone, telex, telefax and data communication(computer
modem)•
6.2 Idantifioation and tracking natmork
In order to monitor and control the traffic, the VTC Mill
have to identify each ship's name and callsign as Nell as its
position. Once the VTC identifies the ship it will be able to
keep track of this ship continuously until it has anchored,
berthed or left the VTS area.
In addition, the tracking
network will assist the VTC to monitor the position of the
navigational buoys in the channel.
6.2.1 Reporting system
The requirements for the VTS to track the vessel via
the reporting system will be:
1. A VHP Radiotelephone which will be used for
transmitting and receiving messages regarding identification
and position by communication. This equipment can be used for
two purposes, at the same time: communication and tracking, as
already mentioned in the communications network.
2.

VHP

Direction

Pindsrs will

allow

the

VTC to

detect the position of a ship which is transmitting a radio
signal within the VHP band. In the area of the Bangkok Bar,
there are many ships coming in and going out of the channel
and also many ships at anchorage. The radio direction finder
will be used
to determine the position of the ship on the
radar
screen, which means to confirm that the VTC is
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communicating with the correct ship. VHF DFe should be
installed at the Pilot Station, at No.2 radar eita and at the
Raconisea Figure 6-1).
The specifications

of the

proposed VHF

OF are

aa

follows:
i)

VHP OF receiver
Frequency range: 155.5-163.55 MHz and 121.5 MHz
Number of VHF channels: 15 preselected channels
automatic scanning
Bearing Resolution: 0.3 degree
Accuracy (R«i): 1 degree

Data Interface
ii) OF antenna ,
6-element antenna array
6.2.2 Automatic tracking eystam
The monitoring functions of the 0T8 are mainly based
on an automatic tracking system. The automatic tracking system
coneiete of four main components.
1. Radar site installations
2. Radar datalinks
3. Radar
4. Radar

data processing computer
displays

1. Radar sits installations
The VTS radar will have to cover the entire VT8 area
ae indicated in the proposal for the Bangkok VT8 in Chapter 2.
Beveral

factors will have to be taken into consideration such

as several bende in the river which affect the 1ins-of-sight
of the radar, the very small size of some targets like buoys
or small fishing vessels, and the width of the Bangkok Bar
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Channsl Mhich restricts ths passing distance between the ships
when they encounter each other. A narrow channel like Bangkok
Bar requires highly accurate radar bearing and ranging to
obtain the best position of the target and also an efficient
radar data processing and ship information processing system.
To fulfil these requirements*
epecifications are proposed:

the

following VTS

radar

Traneosivar
1. Frequency: between 8825-9225 MHz tunable
2. Wavelength: 3 cm.
3. Peak power: 30-40 kU.
4. Haximum range scale: in the river 5-9 kilometers
: at the Bar
50 kilometers
5. Pulse duration: 0.03 microsecond for PRFs2,000-3.000
: 0.05 microsecond for PRFsl.OOO
6. PRF in the river: 2,000-3,000 pulses/sscond
at the Bar :
1.000 pulses/second
7. Video processor: Analog/Digital converter
Antenna
1. Slotted Array type for 8825-9225 MHz
2. Horizontal beamwidth at 3 d6: 0.23 - 0.35 degree
20 dB: 0.50 - 1.00 degree
3. Vertical beamwidth at 3 dB: 4-20 degrees
4. Polarization: Circular(for suppression of rain
clutter)
5. Antenna rotation: 20 rpm
6. Antenna gain: 36 dB
7. Side lobe response: -27 dB
*
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Radar alias
The radar sites

should be located at

the outer curves

of the river to obtain the best visibility. The coverage range
of the radars should partly overlap especially at the sharp
bends. The number of radar sites required is ten at the
different locations as follows:
Radar site No.I
Radar site No.2
Radar site No.3
Radar site No.4
Radar site No.5
Radar site No.6
Radar sits No.7
Radar site No.8

at Pilot Station
west side
at km. 0
east side
at km.+8
at km.-t-13 west side
at km.-t-18 west side
east side
between km +25 - km.+26 east side
between km +29 - km.+30 east side
at km.+34 west side
between km ,+37 - km.+38 west side

at km.+22

Radar site No.9
Radar site No.10
(see Figure 6-1 The location of the radar sites)
Radar antennas at

sites should have minimum

height to

cover the minimum range(without the height of target) as shown
in Table 6-1.
Table 6-1 The antenna heights and the detection ranges
Radar sites

Antenna height

Range of detection

No.l to No.e
Mo.9
No. 10

5 neters
20 uters
AO leters

9,260 neters
18.A70 neters
26,120 neters
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Radar accuracy
According to
the

target

the radar specification, the

position

is

calculated ae

shown

accuracy of
in

Table 6*-2

according to the following definitions.
For the radar with

Bearing accuracy (M«t)
Range accuracy (1%*)

R»» of position fix. =

«
®

0.20 degree
20 meters

/hw^cn
V
Sin (90*)

(Mulders: 1989, pp 3.16)

Table 6-2 Fhe accuracy(R95) of the position of target
acquired by a VIS radar
Range
in use
(III.)
1

2
3
R

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

H95 of Radar
Bearing LOP

H95 of Radar
Ranging LOP

R95 of Target
Position

(i.)

li.)

(i.)

7
IR

20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20

21
2R
29
3R
RO
R6
53
59
66
73
80
86

21
26
35
R2
R9
56
63

70
77
8R

75

the

In the overlaps covered by two radars the accuracy of
ship position will be improved by combining the two

positions obtained by taking the weight as following;
Usaab

®
*

l/R**® + 1/R**®
I / yWaaab

(Mulders: 1989, pp 3.15-3.16)
In the river, the ranges in use to be combined are 2 and 3 km.
Rvbaaab “ 18 msters
So
At the Bar, the ranges in use to be combined are 6 and 12 km.
Rvsaaab = 41 meters
So
The radar sites

and their coverage areas

are shown in

Figure 6-1.
2. Radar data links
The radar data links will take the radar data from
the radar sites to the VTS center in the form of data bits to
be processed and displayed on the radar screen. In order to
reduce the amount of information that will have to be sent to
the VTS center, only the dynamic part which is in the river
and in the Bangkok Bar Channel will be transmitted. However,
the amount of data will still be very large, so the link must
have the capacity to carry this data with high speed and
accuracy. Microwave links will be the most efficient and
convenient way. They will transmit data from the radar site
direct to the VTS center. The microwave, however, has the
limitation that the wave will propagate in a straight line.
Therefore the antenna of the transmitter and receiver must be
high enough so that the microwave can reach the receiver. The
microwave link will consist of two components: the transmitter
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at the radar sita and iha receiver at the VT8 center* and both
eidee Mill require a parabolic antenna at a certain height.
3. Radar data prooaaeing computer
1. Digital data proceeeing(radar data quantization)
2. 8can*-to-*ecan correlation
3. 8ynthetic information preaentation
4. Automatic tracking(ARPA) with
- maximum target tracking 50 targete
- maximum epeed error 0.1 meter/eecond
- maximum ground couree error

5 degrees

- tracking fi1 ter(Alfa-Beta filter)
4. Radar diaplays
1. Display raster scan screen diameter: 406 mm.
2. Range: 2.5/5/10/20 km +/- 20X, 100% off-centring
3. Synthetic video and non-interlace
4. Bearing accuracy:
5. Range accuracy:

0.15 - 0.20 degree
. 12-20
metere

6.3 The VT8 Control Center
6.3.1 Location

Merchant

The VT8 control center could be located at the
Marine Training Center in Samut Prakan province as

shown in Figure 6-1. The Merchant Marine Training Center is
proposed as the VT8 center because it will have several
advantages. First* this location will be appropriate because
it is near the river mouth. Most of the cargo ships coming to
the Bangkok Port will pass this point* so the VTC will be able
to visually observe the ships inbound and outbound. Second*
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the Herohant Marine Training Center belonge to the Harbour
Department• for
economic* management
and adminietration
reaeone it Mould be good to utilize thie location.
6.3.2 Control center
The control center ehould be near the river bank and
ae high ae poB8ible(on the top of the building), so that the
VT8 operatore can vieH the traffic ae far ae poeeible.
tMo

VT8

The control center ehould have a control coneole for
operatore
and be equipped with
equipment for

communicatione. identification and
tracking. The control
coneole ehould have four radar ecreene, two for each VT8
operator. The coverage area of the radar ecreene may be
divided ae followe:
Screen
Screen
Screen
Screen

No.l
No.2
No.3
No.4

from
from
from
from

kffl.-«-40
km.+16
km. +1
km.-12

-

km.+ 15
km. 0
km.-13
km.-18 and

anchorage area and inbound traffic
<eee Figure 6-1)
The

area coverage

by

the

four radar

ecreene

ie ehown

in

Figure.6-1
The control center will need a main frame computer ae
a databaee computer interface with the radar data proceeeing
computer and a control coneole at the VTS center for handling
data euch ae ehip information and port information. It can
aleo be ueed for buffering radar picturee for 5 minutee.
The control center aleo will need a VHF recorder(voice
logging eyetem) to record voice communicatione on the VTS
operating channels.
The eyetem configuration for the
in Figure 6-2.
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Bangkok VTS ie ehown

Database
X
Ik
>Ck
K>
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Computer

Ftfurt hri Syalit ponfiguraticin for flu Bangkok VIS

6.4 Navigation aids
Tha navigation aids in the
the buoyage system, the leading
most

crucial aid is

Bangkok port arsa consist of
lights and a lighthouse. The

the buoyage system

which is inadequate.

Improvement ie proposed as follows:
1. The
system

buoyage system

having buoys

should be changed

on both

sides of

to a

bilateral

the channel.

In this

case, fourteen buoys should be inetallsd in addition. The
buoye on both sides can assist the master maintaining the ship
in the middle of the channel in poor visibility when the
leading lights cannot be seen. Another advantage of this
system ie that "the tides of Ibe channel are clearly oarked. so that the navisalor oay Jodje
hit oanoeuvtring space when oetling other ¥000010*(Hooff: 1982, pp XI-241.
2. The

colour of the

buoye should be maintained

but the

paint that is used should be changed to a luminous colour to
increase the range of detection and the discrimination of the
buoy from the

sea surface

background, especially during

the

dusk and dawn and in poor visibility.
3. The Bar
octahedral radar

Channel buoys should be
equipped with
reflectors, because this will increase the

range of detection and
radar screen against

make the buoys stand out better on the
sea return clutter which hamper the

detection of small objects close to the ship(Hooff: 1982).
4. A racon
to assist

should be installed at the

the navigation in

leading light No.F

the Bar Channel

(see Figure 6-1).
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by shipeVadare

6.5 Othar rmmourpmm
1. Two patrol

boata ahould be used for

patrolling in the

river and in the Bar Channel.
2. Tuga(in cooperation with P.A.T.) will be used to render
aeeietance to ehipe in the VTS area in caae they are required.
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CHAPTER 7
VT8 OPERATORS

The VTS operators will be qualified persons who monitor
and manage the vessel traffic with the available equipment
provided in the Bangkok vessel traffic system. The VTS
operators will have to fulfil the VTS functions. Internal and
External functions, as mentioned in Chapter 3. The IMO has set
the standards for VTS personnel.
IMO resolution A.578(14),
adopted on 20

November. 1985,

Guidelines for Vessel

Traffic

Services. Section 6, Personnel, states that " The VTS aulhorily shouid
ensure Ibal VIS operators have the qualifications and have received specialized training appropriate to
their tasks uithin the VIS and neet the language requireaents oentioned in paragraph 3.S. in particular
nith regard to VIS operators authorized to issue traffic instructions or to give navigational
assistance."
The Bangkok VTS Authority will have to specify the
prerequisite qualifications such as skills, knowledge and
experience of candidates and give subsequent training to the
future VTS operators according to analyses of the tasks that
they have to perform. The training will partly take place in
the classroom and on the radar simulator or shiphandling
simulator and is complemented by on-the-job training.

7.1 Qualification and racruitmant
The
VTS authority should
set up
the prerequisite
qualifications to ensure that candidates of the required level
are recruited. A standard entry level will be important for
the subsequent training program that will train the candidates
to become competent VTS operators. In the screening mechanism,
there
will be three standard criteria for prerequisite
qualification that have to be fulfilled.
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These criteria

Hill

be:

1. Basic knoHledge
2. Personal suitability
3. Nautical experience
1. Basic knowledge
Basic

knowledge

is

required*

with

emphasis on

the

following specific subjects:
- basic navigation
- electronic navigation
- navigation aide and chartwork
- passage planning
- meteorology
- radio communication
-

communications networks
rules of the road
shiphandling and manoeuvering
dangerous goods
maritime English
maritime communication procedures and protocols

2. Personal suitability
"PerBonal suitability refers to personal traits and characteristics affecting the application
of knouledge and skills in the perforsance of the duties of the position"(lop: 1990. pp 4).
Personal suitability will define how well an individual can
carry out specific tasks. In this case, the VT8 functions will
be tasks that require persons of good problem solving and
decision making skills, good communication(social) skills and
self*'Confidence who can carry the workload and time pressure.
Personal suitability will include:
- personal aptitude appropriate to the tasks
- cognitive skills such as analysis, synthesis,
interpretation and evaluation
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— social skills such as communication and negotiation
- ancillary skills such as typing and computer
programming
— language capability
- problem-solving capability
— the ability to Nork under pressure
— good physical and mental health
- discipline and responsibility
- spatial problem assessment capability
(Kop: 1990,pp 11)
3. Nautical experianoa
VTS
matters

operators
either by

will have to deal
giving
information

with navigational
or
navigational

assistance, so professional marine experience, especially in
ehiphandling and manoeuvering in certain circumstances, is
necessary. The VTS operators should have at least 5 years
experience on board cargo ships of 500 6.R.T. or above and
hold a chief mate or a master certificate(foreign-going).

7.2 Training of VTS operators
The training of VTS operators will be the first step after
recruitment. The training program will be arranged by the VTS
authority after analysis of the tasksCVTS functions). On
completion of the training program, the VTS authority will
test candidates to ensure that the trainees’knowlsdge and
skills are satisfactory, after which the VTS operator's
license may be awarded.
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Tha training program outlina

1. Elsctronic navigation
1.1 Shore-baaed radar and tracking systeni
- radar presentation*- synthetic coastlinsi eymbols
and information
- identification and tracking targets
- radar performance- tracking capability and
limitation
- srrors. accuracy and reliability
- interpretation, evaluation and analyeis of
1.2

information for prediction and decision making
VHP direction finder incorporated with VHP
and radar

2. Meteorology
- meteorological terms and definitions
- preparation of weather forecast messages
3. Communication
- English for communication- grammar, vocabulary,
speaking and listening to a variety of accente
- voice communication procedures
- standard marine navigational vocabulary
- Seaepeak
- Distress, urgency and safety communication
- information broadcasting
4. Waterway and environmental conditions
- geography of Bangkok Bar Channel and river channel
- characteristics of tides and currents
- navigational hazards and constraints
- characteristics of barge train and fishing vessel
traffic
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- berths, mooring buoys and anchorages
- navigational aids in Bangkok port
5. Equipment
- system configuration
radar and tracking system
VHP direction finder
VHP communication
telex and facsimile machins
Satcom
telephone and intercom
computer hardware, database and other software
voice logging system
radar data recorder
- start up. operate, adjust, test, maintain the
equipment and perform minor repairs
6. Shiphandling and manoeuvering
- types of veesele and specific characteristics:
propulsion, rudder, steering ability, directional
stability
~ shiphandling and manoeuvering in narrow channels and
shallow water: Chao Phraya River and Bangkok Bar
Channel
- wind and current effects
- shiphandling in reduced visibility
- turning, berthing and anchorage
- role of the V/T8 with respect to shiphandling and
manoeuvering
7. Bangkok VT8
- VTS objectives and principles
- organizations and functions
- operations and cooperation
- authority, responsibility and liability
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8. Regulations and legislation
- the Navigation in Thai Mater Act 6.E.2456
the Collision Avoidance Rules 6.E.2522
*~
-

the
the
the
the
the

LaM of the Sea
Bangkok VTS rules and regulations
regulations for dangerous goods transport
pollution prevention rules and regulations
rules and regulations for marine accident and

casualty investigations
9. Data collection
- knowing the kinds of data needed, the sources of
data, when data should be collected and by what
methods on the following subjects:
*■ meteorological information
*- tides and currents
- barge train and ship identification, position and
other details prior to entry and departure
-

ships carrying dangerous goods
berths and anchorage situations
condition of navigation aide
tracking of ships and barge trains

- channel dredging activities
- accidents and navigational dangers
10. Data provision and exchange
- knowing what types of message or information to be
provided or exchanged.
1) general information
- traffic information
- navigational and meteorological information
- navigation warnings
- local notices to mariners
2) individual information
- shipping information
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~ knoHing hoM to construct ths msssags or infornation
“ knoHing hoM to convay iha msssags or information, to
Hhom and Mhan

11. Vsssel traffic managemant
-* sailing plan
" oparational procedures
~ traffic situations and navigational conflicts
*> one Nay traffic management

“ time and space allocation and eeparation distance
~ monitoring, routine control and addressing
“ navigational assistance: providing position fixing,
course and speed
- contingency plans for accident, pollution, emergency
12. Remedial activities
“ knowledge and skill of the remedial activities of
Bangkok VT8 supported by the communications network and other
facilities:
- distress, urgency and safety radio watchkeeping
- BAR
- medical assistance
- salvage operations
The

training

course

will

partly

take

place

in

the

claeeroom and on the radar simulator or shiphandling simulator
or other means of simulation such as VT8 simulation.
The subjects that will require simulation exercise or
practice are:
- data collection
- data provision and exchange
- communication
- traffic monitoring
- traffic management
- remedial actions
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- uee of other equipment
- traffic planning
The appropriate training period

Mill be approximately 4-6

months* depending on the prerequisite qualifications and the
complexity of the designed system. This period ie followed by
on-the-job training for another six months.

7.3 Training course for refreshing and updating

After working for

some time, the VTS

operators will need

additional training for the following purpoejas:
1. to refresh their skills and knowledge in the tasks
which have less frequency
2. to improve their task performance by analyzing of
the traffic situations in the past
3. to update their knowledge about changes in rules
and regulations, new equipment, new concepts, new
developments and techniques used in a VTS
The training course for refreshing and updating may take a
period of 2-5 days every two years.
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CHAPTER 8
CONCLUBION

Eor

csnturies* the

ahipping industry has

expanded its

activities in the transportation of commodities, keeping pace
Hith industrial and commercial growth in other sectors, and it
still plays an important role in international commerce.
Commercial ports both state and privately owned, ars important
to a country’s economic, political and social interests.
Capital investments for ports are large amounts so that port
operations have to be efficient.
Bangkok port. the major port of Thailand, has become
more and more important for the development of the country
such as the industrial development, the international commerce
development, the investment irttensity and population growth.
Bangkok port is vital part of the infrastructure for water
transport that supports the commerce and economy of the
country. At the same time. it affects sea exploitation
activities and the safety of people, and the environment, for
which

the

government

is

responsible.

World

shipping

has

developed by increasing ship size for economic reasons.
However, the controllability of ships has not been improved to
the same extent. Moreover, the Bangkok port channel has not
been improved to suit the larger size of vessel. The increased
number and types of waterway users make the traffic in Bangkok
port complicated and congested occur frequently. As a result,
the environment is more and more exposed to the risks of
accidents.
e.g.
collision.
grounding.
ramming.
Its
consequences are loss of lives, damage to ships and cargoes,
damage to port structures, waterway blockage, fire and marine
pollution.
The Port Authority of Thailand is planning to improve
the Bangkok Bar Channel by dredging it in order to increase
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the capacity of the port in handling the deeper draught
veeeele. Two propoeale are currently under consideration: one
to increase the draught to 6.8 meters* the other to increase
it to 9.6 meters Mith an eetimatad capital investment of 756
and 973 Million Baht* respectively* in 1990. The Harbour
Department is planning to dredge a second navigation channel
at Bangkok Bar in order to deviate the barge train and fishing
vessel traffic to that channel. The capital investment for
this project(including

hopper dredging vessel

and navigation

aids) is about 1,095 Million Baht in 1986.
As for the Vessel Traffic Service is a different
approach for improving Bangkok port traffic. The Vessel
Traffic Service
efficiency

has

of traffic

the task

of

improving the

through navigation

safety

and

and communications

eysteme.
The navigation can be improved by adding navigation aids
such as a buoyage system and a radar beacon and by adopting
new structural traffic patterns and rules and regulations
which will reduce the complexity of traffic and improve the
discipline of the users. A sailing plan and one-way traffic
schemes on a time-slot basis will reduce the risk of collision
and grounding. The functions of the VTS are to monitor and
control

the traffic and give navigational assistance to ships

whenever necseeary.
The communications system for

safety of navigation and

information purposes can be improved by establishing an
efficient communications network and setting up procedures for
utilizing the communications network effectively. Nowadays the
communication is
becoming vital for
navigation because
navigational information and messages can bs transmitted and
received to/from subscribers efficiently and effectively and
without errors. The VTS is also for the use of allied
activities which

are indicated

VTS*

SAR

such

as

in the

operation*

environmental protection.
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remedial function

medical

assistance

of
and

Even if the Bangkok Bar Channel will be extended in the
future, it Mill etill be ueeful to have the VT8 beoauee of the
traffic congeetion, traffic complexity. The VT8 Mill cope Mith
Buch probleme effectively by continuouely monitoring and
controlling

the

traffic

in

Bangkok

navigational aeeietance Mhen required.
countries have
Some European
database

computer

services

to

make

Mith
the

the

port

VT8 system

port

andrendering

integrated

and shipping
more

the

VT8

information

efficient.

In

the

author’s opinion, it Mould be very useful for Bangkok port and
the shipping business to have such an information service.
Anyhow, if the Bangkok VT8 wants to integrate such
shipping information service with the VTS system,

^

a port and
it needs an

extended computer network which will mean more investment.
For
the implementation of
the Bangkok
VTS, the
functions, organization and operation of the VTS are proposed
as simple as possible. When it is fully established, it should
run on a trial basis for one or two years. During thie period,
ships would participate in the VTS on a voluntary basis until
the VTS has gained experience and made the corrections,
improvements that may be necessary. When the VTS can be run
smoothly, the VTS participation of all ships on a compulsory
basis will be applied.
The technical requirements mentioned in Chapter 6 imply
the application of new technology using digital techniques
which have been developed during the last decade. As for the
cost of euch equipment compared with the old system, it is
rather

high due to

the new

technology. However,

the author

believes that within a few years the prices will go down.
Moreover, for the market for analog eyetems will decrease in
inverse proportion to digital systems which will augment the
problem

of

maintenance

due

to

lack

of

spare

parts

and

difficult repair services.
The VTS operators will play the most important role in
the VTS because they have to solve probleme of difficult
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traffic

situations.

They

also

face

the

difficulty

of

particular conflicts betHssn master, pilot and VT8 operators,
about
navigational decisions.
issues of
authority and
responsibility and
questions of liability. 8o
the
operators must be highly qualified and well-trained
updated to ensure good performance.
and

VT8
and

Finally, regarding the harmonization of the Bangkok VT8
the Lsam Chabang VT8. there will have to be common

procedures, rules and regulations and joint traffic management
policies. This harmonization also should consider other VT8
organization in the Southeast Asian region in order to come to
identical international etandard.
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX 1
ORGANIZATION CHART OF
MINISTRY OF TRANSPORT AND COMMUNICATrOMS
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APPENDIX 2
RESOLUTION A.648(16)
Adopted on 19 October 1989
Agenda item 10

GENERAL PRINCIPLES FOR SHIP REPORTING SYSTEMS AND SHIP REPORTING
REQUIREMENTS, INCLUDING GUIDELINES FOR REPORTING INCIDENTS
INVOLVING DANGEROUS GOODS, HARMFUL SUBSTANCES
AND/OR MARINE POLLUTANTS

THE ASSEMBLY.
RECALLING Article 15(j) of the Convention on the International Maritime Organization
concerning the functions of the Assembly in relation to regulations and guidelines concern
ing maritime safety and the prevention and control of marine pollution from ships,
RECALLING ALSO resolution 3 of the International Conference on Maritime Search
and Rescue, 1979, on the need for an internationally agreed format and procedure for ship
reporting systems,
CONSIDERING that current national ship reporting systems may use different proce
dures and reporting formats,
REALIZING that such different procedures and reporting formats could cause confu
sion to masters of ships moving from one area to another covered by a different ship
reporting system.
BELIEVING that such confusion could be alleviated if ship reporting systems and
reporting requirements were to comply as far as practicable with a number of general prin
ciples and if reports were made in accordance with a standard format and procedures,
RECALLING the Guidelines for Reporting Incidents Involving Dangerous Goods in
Packaged Form developed by the Maritime Safety Committee (MSC/Circ.360/Rev.1),
RECALLING ALSO article 8 and Protocol I of the International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships, 1973, as modified by the Protocol of 1978 relating thereto
(MARPOL 73/78), as amended, and also the Guidelines for Reporting Incidents Involving
Harmful Substances (resolution MEPC.30(25)),
RECOGNIZING that States Parties to the International Convention relating to Interven
tion on the High Seas in Cases of Oil Pollution Casualties (1969) and the Protocol relating
to Intervention on the High Seas in Cases of Marine Pollution by Substances other than Oil
(1973) may take such measures on the high seas as may be necessary to prevent, mitigate
or eliminate grave and imminent danger to their coastline or related interests from pollu
tion or threat of pollution of the sea by oil and substances other than oil following upon a
maritime casualty or acts related to such a casualty, which may reasonably be expected to
result in major harmful consequences,
RECOGNIZING ALSO the need for coastal States to be informed by the master of an
assisting ship, or of a ship undertaking salvage, of particulars of the incident and of action
taken,
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RECOGNIZING FURTHER that an incident involving damage, failure or breakdown of
the ship, its machineiy or equipment could give rise to a significant threat of pollution to
coastlines or related interests,
HAVING CONSIDERED the recommendation made by the Maritime Safety Commit
tee at its fifty-seventh session and by the Marine Environment Protection Committee at its
twenty-sixth session,
1. ADOPTS the General Principles for Ship Reporting Systems and Ship Reporting
Requirements, including Guidelines for Reporting Incidents Involving Dangerous Goods,
Harmful Substances and/or Marine Pollutants set out in the Annex to the present
resolution:
2. URGES Member Governments to ensure that ship reporting systems and reporting
requirements comply as closely as possible with the general principles specified in the
Annex to the present resolution;
3. URGES Member Governments to bring the reporting format and procedures to the
notice of shipowners and seafarers as well as of the designated authorities concerned;
4. RECOMMENDS Member Governments and States Parties to MARPOL 73/78 to
implement the Guidelines, in accordance with paragraph (2) of article V of Protocol I thereof;
5.

REVOKES resolution A.598(15), resolution MEPC.30(25) and MSC/Circ.360/Rev.l.

ANNEX
GENERAL PRINCIPLES FOR SHIP REPORTING SYSTEMS AND SHIP
REPORTING REQUIREMENTS, INCLUDING GUIDELINES FOR
REPORTING INCIDENTS INVOLVING DANGEROUS GOODS,
HARMFUL SUBSTANCES AND/OR MARINE POLLUTANTS

1

GENERAL PRINCIPLES

1.1 Ship reporting systems and reporting requirements are used to provide, gather or
exchange information through radio reports. The information is used to provide data for
many purposes including search and rescue, vessel traffic services, weather forecasting
and prevention of marine pollution. Ship reporting systems and reporting requirements
should, as far as practicable, comply with the following principles:
.1
.2

reports should contain only information essential to achieve the objectives of the
system;
reports should be simple and use the standard international ship reporting format
and procedures; where language difficulties may exist, the languages used
should include English, using where possible the Standard Marine Navigational
Vocabulary, or alternatively the International Code of Signals. The standard
reporting format and procedures to be used are given in the appendix to this
Annex;

.3

the number of reports should be kept to a minimum;

.4

no charge should be made for communication of reports;
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.5

safety or pollution related reports should be made without delay; however, the
time and place of making non-urgent reports should be sufficiently flexible to avoid
interference with essential navigational duties;

.6

information obtained from the system should be made available to other systems
when required for distress, safety and pollution purposes;

.7

basic information (ship's particulars, on-board facilities and equipment, etc.)
should be reported once, be retained in the system and be updated by the ship
when changes occur in the basic information reported;

.8

the purpose of the system should be clearly defined;

.9

Governments establishing a ship reporting system should notify mariners of full
details of the requirements to be met and procedures to be followed. Details of
types of ships and areas of applicability, of times and geographical positions for
submitting reports, of shore establishments responsible for operation of the sys
tem and of the services provided should be clearly specified. Chartlets depicting
boundaries of the system and providing other necessary information should be
made available to mariners;

.10 the establishment and operation of a ship reporting system should take into
account;
.10.1

international as well as national responsibilities and requirements;

.10.2 the cost to ship operators and responsible authorities;
.10.3

navigational hazards;

.10.4 existing and proposed aids to safety; and
.10.5 the need for early and continuing consultation with interested parties including a
sufficient period to allow for trial, familiarization and assessment to ensure satis
factory operation and to allow necessary changes to be made to the
system;
.11 Governments should ensure that shore establishments responsible for operation
of the system are manned by properly trained persons;
.12 Governments should consider the interrelationship between ship reporting sys
tems and other systems;
.13 ship reporting systems should preferably use a single operating radio frequency;
where additional frequencies are necessary, the number of frequencies should be
restricted to the minimum required for the effective operation of the system;
.14 information provided by the system to ships should be restricted to that necessary
for the proper operation of the system and for safety;
.15 ship reporting systems and requirements should provide for special reports from
ships concerning defects or deficiencies with respect to their hull, machinery,
equipment or manning, or concerning other limitations which could adversely
affect navigation and for special reports concerning incidents of actual or probable
marine pollution;
.16 Governments should issue instructions to their shore establishments responsible
for the operation of ship reporting systems to ensure that any reports involving pol
lution, actual or probable, are relayed without delay to the officer or agency nom
inated to receive and process such reports, and to ensure that such an officer or
agency relays these reports without delay to the flag State of the ship involved and
to any other State which may be affected;
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.17 States which are affected or likely to be affected by pollution incidents and may
require information relevant to the incident should take into account the circum
stances in which the master is placed, and should endeavour to limit their requests
for additional information; and
.18 the appendix to this Annex does not apply to danger messages referred to under
regulation V/2 of the 1974 SOLAS Convention, as amended. The present practice
of transmitting such messages should remain unchanged.
2

GUIDELINES FOR REPORTING INCIDENTS INVOLVING DANGEROUS GOODS

2.1 The intent of these Guidelines and those contained in the appendix is to enable
coastal States and other interested parties to be informed without delay when any
incident occurs involving the loss, or likely loss, overboard of packaged dangerous goods
into the sea.
2.2 Reports should be transmitted to the nearest coastal State. When the ship is within
or near an area for which a ship reporting system has been established, reports should be
transmitted to the designated shore station of that system.
3

GUIDELINES FOR REPORTING INCIDENTS INVOLVING HARMFUL SUBSTANCES
AND/OR MARINE POLLUTANTS

3.1 The intent of these Guidelines and those contained in the appendix is to enable coastal
States and other interested parties to be informed without delay of any incident giving rise
to pollution, or threat of pollution, of the marine environment, as well as of assistance and
salvage measures, so that appropriate action may be taken.
3.2 In accordance with article V(1) of Protocol 1 of MARPOL 73/78, a report shall be made
to the nearest coastal State.
3.3 Whenever a ship is engaged in or requested to engage in an operation to render
assistance to or undertake salvage of a ship involved in an incident referred to in subparagraph 1(a) or (b) of article II of Protocol I of MARPOL 73/78, as amended, the master of
the former ship should report, without delay, the particulars of the action undertaken or
planned. The coastal States should also be kept informed of developments.
3.4 The probability of a discharge resulting from damage to the ship or its equipment is a
reason for making a report.
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APPENDIX
1

PROCEDURES
Reports should be sent as follows:

Sailing plan (SP)

-

Before or as near as possible to the time of departure from a
port within a system or when entering the area covered by a
system.

Position report (PR)

~

When necessary to ensure effective operation of the
system.

XX

Deviation report (DR)

-

When the ship's position varies significantly from the
position that would have been predicted from previous
reports, when changing the reported route, or as decided by
the master.

Final report (FR)

-

On arrival at destination and when leaving the area covered by
a system.

Dangerous goods
report (DG)

-

When an incident takes place involving the loss or likely loss
overboard of packaged dangerous goods, including those in
freight containers, portable tanks, road and rail vehicles and
shipborne barges, into the sea.

Harmful substances
report (HS)

-

When an incident takes place involving the discharge or prob
able discharge of oil (Annex 1 of MARPOL 73/78) or noxious
liquid substances in bulk (Annex II of MARPOL 73/78).

Marine pollutants
report (MP)

-

In the case of loss or likely loss overboard of harmful sub
stances in packaged form including those in freight contain
ers, portable tanks, road and rail vehicles and shipborne
barges, identified in the International Maritime Dangerous
Goods Code as marine pollutants (Annex III of MARPOL
73/78).

Any other report

-

Any other report should be made in accordance with the sys
tem procedures as notified in accordance with paragraph 9 of
the General Principles.

2

STANDARD REPORTING FORMAT AND PROCEDURES

2.1 Sections of the ship reporting format which are inappropriate should be omitted from
the report.
2.2 Where language difficulties may exist, the languages used should include English,
using where possible the Standard Marine Navigational Vocabulary. Alternatively, the
International Code of Signals may be used to send detailed information. When the Interna
tional Code is used, the appropriate indicator should be inserted in the text, after the alpha
betical index.
2.3 For route information, latitude and longitude should be given for each turn point,
expressed as in C below, together with type of intended track between these points, for
example "RL” (rhumb line), "GC” (great circle) or "coastal”, or, in the case of coastal sail
ing, the estimated date and time of passing significant points expressed by a 6-digit group
as in B below.
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Telegraphy

Telephone
(alternative)

Name of system
(e.g. AMVER/
AUSREP/MAREP/
ECAREG/JASREP

Name of system
(e.g. AMVER/
AUSREP/MAREP/
ECAREG/JASREP)
State in full

Function

Information required

System identifier

Ship reporting system or
nearest appropriate coast
radio station

Type of report

Type of report:

SP

Sailing plan

PR

Position report

DR

Deviation report

FR

Final report

DG

Dangerous goods report

HS

Harmful substances
report

MP

Marine pollutants report

Give in full

Any other report

A

Ship
(alpha)

Ship

Name, call sign or ship
station identity, and flag

B

Time
(bravo)

Date and time
of event

A 6-digit group giving
day of month (first two
digits), hours and minutes
(last four digits). If other
than UTC state time zone
used

C

Position
(Charlie)

Position

A 4-digit group giving
latitude in degrees and
minutes suffixed with N
(north) or S (south) and
a 5-digit group giving
longitude in degrees and
minutes suffixed with E
(east) or W (west); or

D

Position
(delta)

Position

True bearing (first 3
digits) and distance (state
distance) in nautical miles
from a clearly identified
landmark (state landmark)

E

Course
(echo)

True course

A 3-digit group
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Telegraphy

Function

Telephone
(alternative)

Information required

Speed
foxtrot)

Speed in knots
and tenths of
cnots

A 3-digit group

G

Departed
(golf)

Port of departure

Name of last port of
call

H

Entry
hotel)

Date, time and
point of entry
into system

Entry time expressed as
in (B) and entry position
expressed as in (C) or (D)

1

Destination and
ETA
(india)

Destination and
expected time of
arrival

Name of port and date
time group expressed
as in (B)

J

Pilot
(juliet)

Pilot

State whether a
deep-sea or local pilot
is on board

K

Exit
(kilo)

Date, time and
point of exit
from system

Exit time expressed as in
(B) and exit position
expressed as in (C) or (D)

L

Route
(lima)

Route information

Intended track

M

Radiocommuni
cations
(mike)

Radiocommuni
cations

State in full names
of stations/frequencies
guarded

N

Next report
(november)

Time of next
report

Date time group
expressed as in (B)

0

Draught
(oscar)

Maximum present
static draught
in metres

4-digit group giving
metres and centimetres

P

Cargo
(papa)

Cargo on board

Cargo and brief details
of any dangerous cargoes
as well as harmful
substances and gases that
could endanger persons or
the environment (See
detailed reporting
requirements)

Q

Defect, damage,
deficiency,
limitations
(quebec)

Defects/damage/
deficiencies/
other limitations

Brief details of defects,
damage, deficiencies or
other limitations (See
detailed reporting
requirements)
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Telegraphy
R

Telephone
(alternative)

Function

Information required

Pollution/
dangerous goods
lost overboard
(romeo)

Description of
pollution or
dangerous goods
lost overboard

Brief details of type of
pollution (oil. chemicals,
(etc.) or dangerous goods
lost overboard: position
expressed as in (C) or (D)
(See detailed reporting
requirements)

S

Weather
(sierra)

Weather
conditions

Brief details of weather
and sea conditions
prevailing

T

Agent
(tango)

Ship’s
representative
and/or owner

Details of name and
particulars of ship's
representative or owner
or both for provision of
information (See detailed
reporting requirements)

U

Size and type
(uniform)

Ship size and
type

Details of length,
breadth, tonnage, and
type, etc., as required

V

Medic
(victor)

Medical personnel

Doctor, physician's
assistant, nurse,
personnel without
medical training

w

Persons
(whiskey)

Total number of
persons on board

State number

X

Remarks
(x-ray)

Miscellaneous

Any other information including, as appropriate,
brief details of incident
and of other ships
involved either in incident,
assistance or salvage
(See detailed reporting
requirements)
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3.1

GUIDELINES FOR DETAILED REPORTING REQUIREMENTS
Dangerous goods reports (DG)

3.1.1 Primary reports should contain items, A. B, C (or D), M, Q, R, S. T, U, X of the stan
dard reporting format; details for R should be as follows;
R

1

Correct technical name or names of goods.

2

UN number or numbers.

3

IMO hazard class or classes.

4

Names of manufacturers of goods when known, or consignee or consignor.

5

Types of packages including identification marks. Specify whether portable
tank or tank vehicle, or whether vehicle or freight container or other cargo
transport unit containing packages. Include official registration marks and
numbers assigned to the unit.

6

An estimate of the quantity and likely condition of the goods.

7

Whether lost goods floated or sank.

8

Whether loss is continuing.

9

Cause of loss.

3.1.2 If the condition of the ship is such that there is danger of further loss of packaged
dangerous goods into the sea, items P and Q of the standard reporting format should be
reported; details for P should be as follows:
P

1

Correct technical name or names of goods.

2

UN number or numbers.

3

IMO hazard class or classes.

4

Names of manufacturers of goods when known, or consignee or consignor.

5

Types of packages including identification marks. Specify whether portable
tank or tank vehicle, or whether vehicle or freight container or other cargo
transport unit containing packages. Include official registration marks and
numbers assigned to the unit.

6

An estimate of the quantity and likely condition of the goods.

3.1.3 Particulars not immediately available should be inserted in a supplementary mes
sage or messages.
3.2

Harmful substances reports (HS)

3.2.1 In the case of actual discharge primary HS reports should contain items A, B, C (or
D), E, F, L, M, N, Q, R, S, T, U, X of the standard reporting format. In the case of probable
discharge (see 3.4), item P should also be included. Details for P, Q, R, T and X should be
as follows:
P

1

Type of oil or the correct technical name of the noxious liquid substances on
board.

2

UN number or numbers.

3

Pollution category (A, B, C or D), for noxious liquid substances.
\
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4 Names of manufacturers of substances, if appropriate, when known, or con
signee or consignor.

Q

R

5

Quantity.

1

Condition of the ship as relevant.

2

Ability to transfer cargo/ballast/fuel.

1

Type of oil or the correct technical name of the noxious liquid discharged into
the sea.

2

UN number or numbers.

3

Pollution category (A, B, C or D), for noxious liquid substances.

4 Names of manufacturers of substances, if appropriate, when known, or con
signee or consignor.
5

An estimate of the quantity of the substances.

6

Whether lost substances floated or sank.

7

Whether loss is continuing.

8

Cause of loss.

9

Estimate of the movement of the discharge or lost substances, giving current
conditions if known.

10 Estimate of the surface area of the spill if possible.
T

1

Name, address, telex and telephone number of the ship's owner and represen
tative (charterer, manager or operator of the ship or their agent).

X

1

Action being taken with regard to the discharge and the movement of the ship.

2

Assistance or salvage efforts which have been requested or which have been
provided by others.

3

The master of an assisting or salvaging ship should report the particulars of the
action undertaken or planned.

3.2.2 After the transmission of the information referred to above in the initial report, as
much as possible of the information essential for the protection of the marine environment
as is appropriate to the incident should be reported in a supplementary report as soon as
possible. That information should include items P, Q, R, S and X.
3.2.3 The master of any ship engaged in or requested to engage in an operation to render
assistance or undertake salvage should report, as far as practicable, items A, B, C (or D), E,
F, L, M, N, P, Q, R, S, T, U, X of the standard reporting format. The master should also keep
the coastal State informed of developments.
3.3

Marine pollutants reports (MP)

3.3.1 In the case of actual discharge, primary MP reports should contain items A, B, C (or
D), M, Q, R, S, T, U, X of the standard reporting format. In the case of probable discharge
(see 3.4), item P should also be included. Details for P, Q, R, T and X should be as follows:
P

1

Correct technical name or names of goods.

2

UN number or numbers.

3

IMO hazard class or classes.
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4

Names of manufacturers of goods when known, or consignee or consignor.

5

Types of packages including identification marks. Specify whether portable
tank or tank vehicle, or whether vehicle or freight container or other cargo
transport unit containing packages. Include official registration marks and num
bers assigned to the unit.

6

An estimate of the quantity and likely condition of the goods.

1

Condition of the ship as relevant.

2

Ability to transfer cargo/ballast/fuel.

1

Correct technical name or names of goods.

2

UN number or numbers.

3

IMO hazard class or classes.

4

Names of manufacturers of goods when known, or consignee or consignor.

5

Types of packages including identification marks. Specify whether portable
tank or tank vehicle, or whether vehicle or freight container or other cargo
transport unit containing packages. Include official registration marks and num
bers assigned to the unit.

6

An estimate of the quantity and likely condition of the goods.

7

Whether lost goods floated or sank.

8

Whether loss is continuing.

9

Cause of loss.

T

1

Name, address, telex and telephone number of the ship's owner and represen
tative (charterer, manager or operator of the ship or their agent).

X

1

Action being taken with regard to the discharge and movement of the ship.

2

Assistance or salvage efforts which have been requested or which have been
provided by others.

3

The master of an assisting or salvaging ship should report the particulars of the
action undertaken or planned.

Q

R

3.3.2 After the transmission of the information referred to above in the initial report, as
much as possible of the information essential for the protection of the marine environment
as is appropriate to the incident should be reported. That information should include items
P, Q, R, S and X.
3.3.3 The master of any ship engaged in or requested to engage in an operation to render
assistance or undertake salvage should report, as far as practicable, items A, B, C (or D),
M, P, Q, R, S, T, U. X of the standard reporting format. The master should also keep the
coastal State informed of developments.
3.4

Probability of discharge

3.4.1 The probability of a discharge resulting from damage to the ship or its equipment is
a reason for making a report. In judging whether there is such a probability and whether
the report should be made, the following factors, among others, should be taken into
account:
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.1

the nature of the damage, failure or breakdown of the ship, machinery or equip
ment; and

.2

sea and wind state and also traffic density in the area at the time and place of the
incident.

3.4.2 It is recognized that it would be impracticable to lay down precise definitions of all
types of incidents involving probable discharge which would warrant an obligation to
report. Nevertheless, as a general guideline the master of the ship should make reports in
cases of:
A

damage, failure or breakdown which affects the safety of ships; examples of
such incidents are collision, grounding, fire, explosion, structural failure, flooding,
cargo shifting; and

.2

failure or breakdown of machinery or equipment which results in impairment of
the safety of navigation; examples of such incidents are failure or breakdown of
steering gear, propulsion plant, electrical generating system, essential shipborne
navigational aids.
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APPENDIX 3
Th» Appandix of NAV 36/INF.8
EXAMPLES OF VTS COMMUNICATIONS
TO SUPPORT VTS FUNCTIONS
FOREWORD:
It is the ultimate goal of the lALA VTS Committee that a set
of examples should exist which will result, over the years, in
the possibility that standard messages may be used to describe
most predictable circumstances. These messages will, of
course, comply with all existing ITU and IMO regulations.
2.

The following examples explain what is the practical purpose
of the VTS functions as agreed by the lALA VTS Committee.

3^

The examples refer to a wide spectrum of VTS Centres, from the
large to the small, and from those with VHF only to those with
the most sophisticated modern equipment. A brief inspection
will allow a particular VTS Centre to identify a set of
circumstances which are applicable to its own situation.

4.

It is realized that the examples, as presented, can only
represent a sample of all those that could exist.

5.

The incidents describe are entirely fictitious, although some
real names of VTS and ships are used. Every attempt has been
made to reflect the level of authority which may exist in a
given circumstance.
Some examples are taken direct from
everyday current usage at the VTS Centres concerned. These
are specified.

6.

VTS Centres, if using these examples are training tools,
should make quite sure that the level of authority illustrated
is fully compatible with their national or local laws or
regulations on the subject.

7.

Ko significance should be attached to the spelling of
ceographical names. Both Anglisised or National spellings are
used depending on the circumstances of the case.

8

Work will continue towards the ultimate goal.

F. I

ACQUIRING DATA

1.1

Establishing identity of vessel

1.1.1
Scenario: Chaudron Traffic has an unidentified tanker within visual
range, but the name of the ship cannot be seen.
Chaudron
Traffic uses the visual characteristics and the position of
the unknown ship to try and establish her identity.
Message:1.All ships, all ships.
Traffic.

This is Chaudron Traffic, Chaudron

Calling unknown ship with bridge aft and black funnel in
position 175® from Chaudron South light distance 6 miles.
Over.
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Message-. 2.

C3iaudron Traffic. This is Vikki W, Vikki W.
Bridge aft tanker with black funnel in position 175° from Chaudron South
light, distance 6 miles.

C^er

1.1.2

Informal actually in use at DOVER.

Scenario:

Channel Navigation Information Service (CNIS),
observes a ship in the South West Lane. Dover broadcasts to establish her
identity, according to laid down procedures.

Broadcast.

All ships in Dover Strait This is Dover Coastguard.
In the South West Lane at 0535 GMT. New ship track lettcre Alpha Bravo,
in position bearing 135° from Dover West Breakwater distance 5 miles
approximate track 051°. Approximate speed 12 kt this track appears to
contravene Rule 10 of the Traffic Regulations. I say again.....
Dover Coastguard.
Out.

Message:

To individual ship.
Unknown ship in position 135° from Dover West Breakwater distance 5
miles. This is Dover Coastguard.
. .
Information: According to my radar your course is in contravenuon or Kuie
10 of the Collision Regulations.
Dover Coastguard.
Out.

1.1.3

Scenario:

Message: 1

Ship Sarah W makes a position report, Chaudron Traffic has two echoes
on its radar near the reported position. The VTS Operator at Chaudron
Traffic reacts:
Sarah W. This is Chaudron Traffic.
Information: There are two radar echoes at your reported position. Both
echoes indicate ship headings of 089°.
Question: Are you the leading ship or the second ship?
Over.

Message: 2

Chaudron Traffic. This is Sarah W.
Answer: I am the leading ship.
Over.

Message: 3

Sarah W. Chaudron Traffic.
Message received: You are the leading ship.
Thank you.
Out.

XXX

1.1.A

Informal acmdlly in use at Maas Approach, Rotterdam.

Scenario".

The ship Daylight Desperado is proceeding Southwards along The
Netherlands coast and did not send an ETA-telegram requesting a pilot.
According to her position she is almost in the Separation zone of the Maas
North TSS and according to her course she intends to cross the fairway and
pilot vessel cruising grounds at Maas Centre Buoy. Apparently her charts
are old and do not show the relevant TSS's She did not report to Maas
Approach as required.

Message: 1

All ships, all ships. This is Maas Approach.
Calling unknown ship in position 015® from Maas Centre Buoy, distance 8
miles and 090® 2.7 miles from Mike November Number four buoy.
Over.

Message: 2

Maas Approach. This is Daylight Desperado.
In position 015® from Maas Centre Buoy, distance 7.5 miles.
Over.

Message: 3

Daylight Desperado. Maas Approach.
Information; Your present position and course do not comply with Rule 10
ofCOLREG.
Information; The Southbound lane of the Maas North TSS is intended to
be used only by vessels bound for Rotterdam and/or the Maas Centre Pilot
Station.
Information; If you steer for the Mike November Number 2 buoy, keeping
it on your starboard side and then for the Mike Whiskey Number 6 buoy
you might not interfere too much with the traffic in the vicinity of Maas
Centre Buoy.
Information; If you wish I can supply you with bearing and distances to
MN 2 as well as MW 6 buoy. When passing MN 2 buoy switch to VHP
channel 02 and call Pilot Maas. From there on Pilot Maas will give you
ADVICE on the courses to steer. Maas Approach.
Out.

1.2

Initial Reporting Procedures

Scenario:

The container ship CMB Europe, call sign ONDA is on voyage from
Montreal, Canada to Felixstowe, England with a general cargo including:
IMDG Code 2
2950 kilograms
Code 3 84711 kilograms
Code 6
7111 kilograms
Code 7 48000 kilograms
Code 8 145405 kilograms
Code 9
272 kilograms
Ships draft is 9.10 metres forward 9.25 metres aft, and she plans to follow
the inshore traffic zone. Her ETA Felixstowe is Day 6 at 1300 UTC and
her ETA Sunk Pilot at 1100 UTC. She has no doctor and 26 total
complement. Present course 093®, speed 16.9 knots. ETA Bishop Rock
Day 5 at 0330 UTC, leaving area at 0500 UTC. Next report will be made
on Day 5 at 1100 UTC.
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Dover Coastguard. This is CMB Europe.

Message:

A
B
C
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
O
P

Alpha
Bravo
Giarlie
Echo
Foxtrot
Golf
Hotel
India
Juliet
Kilo
lima
Mike
November
Oscar
Papa

V
VictOT
W
Whiskey
X
Xray
Over.

CMB Europe-ONDA
05 01 OOZ
4842 N 0702 W
093
169
Montreal
05 03 30 Z
Felixstowe 06 13 00 Z
Pilot Sunk 06 11 00 Z
05 05 OOZ
RL-076-Beachy Head-Inshore Traffic Zone
VHF Ch 16 - GNI500 kHz
05 11 OOZ
FWD 9.10 AFT 9.25
General in containers • Dangerous cargo stowed as
per IMDG Code
Code 2
2950 kilograms
Code 3 84711 kilograms
Code 6
7111 kilograms
Code 7 48000 kilograms
Code 8 145405 kilograms
Code 9
272 kilograms
No Medic
26
Nil

Way point procedures

1.3
1.3.1

The ship Christina is inward bound to Hamburg, and already has a Wot
embarked. She is in a position with Elbe Light Ves^l beanng 3W ,
distance 2 miles, at Waypoint Number 11. Her course is 095 , her speed 15
knots.

Scenario:

Message:

.

Deutsch Bucht Revier Radio. This is Christina.
Movement Report
A
Alpha
B
Bravo
C
Qiarlie
E
Echo
F
Foxtrot
Over.

Chrisdna
31 23 05UTC
Waypoint Number 11 Bearing 180° from Elbe Light
Vessel distance 2 miles
095°
15 knots

1.3.2
Scenario:

Gaynor W is participating in the Bay of Fundy VTS system. She fails to
report at Waypoint (Calling in Point) 3A. Fundy Traffic intervenes.
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Message: 1.

Gaynor W. This is Fundy Traffic.
Question: What is your report for Calling in Point 3 Alpha?
Over.

Message: 2. Fundy Traffic. This is Gaynor W.
Answer Report for Calling in Point 3 Alpha.
Gaynor W
Alpha
A
26 15 30 Local
Bravo
B
Calling in point 3 Alpha
Delta
D
St John 26 20 00 Local
India
I
Approved Traffic Lane
lima
L
Wind South West 5. No ice.
Sierra
S
Over.
1.4

Other Reports

1.4.1

Breakdowns

Scenario:

Message: I .

Vikki W has lost ability to go astern and therefore cannot comply with
COLREG. Therefore she cannot comply with the requirements of
Chaudron VTS. Her position is near Buoy N 12, Snake Bend. Chaudron
VTS reacts by withdrawing clearance and advises Vikki W to anchor.
Chaudron Traffic. This is Vikki W.
Breakdown. Warning: My position buoy N 12 Snake Bend. Unable to go
astern.
Over.

Message: 2

Vikki W. This is Chaudron Traffic.
Warning received: You are unable to go astern.
Information: Clearance withdrawn.
Advice: You have permission to anchor clear of fairway until breakdown
repaired.
Over.

1,4.2

Deviations

Scenario:

Jack W is following the deep water fairway within the jurisdiction of
Manche VTS. This fairway is well offshore and Jack W is badly affected
by an offshore gale. She is forced to deviate into the inshore shallow draft
fairway.

Message:

Manche Traffic. This is Jack W.
Deviation.
Information: I am deviating.
Direction: Towards inshore fairway.
Reason: Gales make offshore route dangerous for me.
Over.
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1.4.3

Observations (sightings from vessel)

Scenario:

Gaynor W sights a container adrift in the North Atlantic. She reports this
fact to Ouessant VTS Centre.

Message: 1.

Ouessant Traffic. This is Gaynor W.
Warning: Container adrift in position 48® 20'N 06® 05’W. Dangerous to
shipping.
Over.

Message'. 2.

GaynorW. Oucssant.
Warning received: Container adrift in position 48® 20'N 06® 05'W.
Dangerous to shipping. Thank you.
Out.

F.2

ALLOCATION OF SPACE

2.1

Traffic Separation Schemes: Information on existence and
status. In format actually in use at DOVER.

Scenario:

An unknown vessel is proceeding on a course of 061® contrary to the
general traffic flow in the South West bound traffic lane in the Dover Strait.
The Channel Navigation Information Service reacts.

Message:

All ships in Dover Strait. This is Dover Coastguard.
In the South West lane. At time 1400 GMT. New ship track letter ZULU
in position bearing 135® from Dover West breakwater distance 5 miles
approximate Track 061® approximate speed 16 knots. This track appears to
contravene Rule 10 of the Traffic Regulations.
Information: According to my radar your course is in contravention of Rule
10 of the Collision Regulations.
Over.

2.2

Designated fairway

Scenario:

The yacht Princess Possum is proceeding on a course of 095® at 20 knots, a
collision course with the inwards bound HMS Sceptre in Smeaton Passage,
Plymouth. Plymouth Naval VTS reacts.

Message:

Yacht Princess Possum, Yacht Princess Possum. This is Queens Harbour
Master, Queens Harbour Master.
Information: Your course is in contravention of Rule 9 of COLREG and the
Rules of this Port.
Instruction: Leave the Smeaton Passage fairway. I repeat. Leave the
Smeaton Passage fairway.
Over.
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2.2.1

Designated Fairway (when VTS has lower executive powers)

Scenario:

The yacht "Morning After" is proceeding on a course of 350® at 6 knots.
South of the prohibited yachting area off Fawley. Refinery, Southampton
Water. "Morning After" is registered outside Britain, and is not aware of
local rules. Southampton VTS reacts.

Message:

Yacht Morning After, Yacht Morning After. This is Southampton Traffic,
Southampton Traffic.
Information: Your course will take you into an area prohibited to yachts.
Advice: Alter course towards Eastern shore of Southampton Water, and
proceed to your berth in the Hamble River.
Over.

2.3

Dedicated Special Area

Scenario:

The Arctic Fisher has entered the dedicated 500 metre exclusion zone
around the oil rig Auk Bravo. The rig reacts.

Message:

Arctic Fisher, Arctic Fisher. This is Auk Bravo, Auk Bravo.
Information: You are within the 500 metre dedicated exclusion zone around
this rig.
Advice: Stand clear outside the 5(X) metre zone.
Over.

2.3.1

(when the oil rig exerts all its authority
to avoid imminent danger)

Scenario:

Scenario as in2.3 above, Arctic Fisher continuing towards the rig.

Message:

Arctic Fisher, Arctic Fisher. This is Auk Bravo, Auk Bravo.
Information: You are on collision course with this rig.
Warning: Your action is dangerous. The British Government will be
informed.
Instruction: Alter course immediately and leave this area.
Over.

2.4

Separation distances or times

2.4.1
Scenario:

The ship Sarah W is proceeding along the same fairway as the Victoria
Prima. She is trying to overtake without permission from Chaudron VTS,
which requires a separation of 1000 metres, stem to bow. No overtaking is
allowed.

Message:

Sarah W, Sarah W. This is Chaudron Traffic, Chaudron Traffic.
Information: You are too close to Victoria Prima. Minimum separation is
KXX) metres.
Advice: Maintain distance of 1000 metres astern. Do not overtake.
Over.
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2.4.2

When VTS exerts its full authority

Scenario:

The scene set in 2.4.1 continues. Sarah W does not heed the advice given
by Chaudron Traffic. Chaudron Traffic reacts.

Message:

Sarah W, Sarah W. This is Chaudron Traffic, Chaudron Traffic.
Warning; You arc too close to Victoria Prima.
Instruction: You must slow down. I repeat. You must slow down. Do
not overtake. The Rules of this Port include penalties for not carrying out
the instructions of this Vessel Traffic Centre.
Over.

2.4.3
Scenario:

Message:

Victoria Prima is proceeding Southwards in the Suez Canal. She is required
to maintain a 10 minute interval from the previous ship, Gaynor W. As she
passes El Firdan Signal Station she makes the following:
El Firdan, El Firdan. This is Victoria Prima, Victoria Prima.
Question: At what time did Gaynor W pass you?
Over.

2.5

Entry into or departure from a VTS area (with agreement).
(Establishing a sailing plan)

2.5.1
Scenario:

The Ship Gaynor W is approaching the Port of Gothenberg from the West,
having already complied with the Pon’s requirements concerning advance
reporting. Her present position is bearing 2^° distance 7 miles from Vinga
Island, and she is entering at boundary Sector E. She uses the IMO SRS.

Message: 1 .

Gothenberg Traffic. This is Gaynor W.
Entry Repon
A
Alpha Gaynor W
B
Bravo 15 15 20UTC
H
Hotel 15 15 25UTC
Boundary Sector Echo
Over

Message: 2

Gaynor W. This is Gothenberg Traffic.
Advice: Proceed to Pilot station.
Out.

2.5.2

When VTS exerts its full authority

Scenario:

Gaynor W is approaching Vinga Pilot station, which is 2 miles distant.
Gothenburg Traffic has found out that Gaynor W has too deep a draft for
the Vinga Fairway, and orders her to divert to the Trubaduren Pilot Station.
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Message:

Gaynor W. This is Gothenburg Traffic.
Information: Your draft is too great for the Vinga Fairway.
Instruction: Proceed to the Trubaduren Pilot Station for your Pilot. You
must use the Trubaduren Fairway.
Out.

2.5.3
Scenario:

The ship Vikki W has cleared Zandvlietsluis and is approaching the
boundary of the Temeuzen Radar area, at E7 buoy. Time 0930 local. She
uses IMO SRS.

Message: 1 . Temeuzen Traffic. This is Vikki W.
Departure Report
A
Alpha Vikki W
B
Bravo 26 09 30 Local
K
Kilo Leaving Temeuzen system
BuoyE7
Over
Message: :.

Vikki W. This is Temeuzen Traffic
Information received
Advice: Contact Vlissingen Traffic VHF CH 12
Out.

2.5.4

Normal Pilotage Service suspended

Scenario:

Megagas is approaching Cherbourg Area Helicopter Service (call sign
HELIPILHAUT) eastbound for Europort. Severe gales from south prevent
helicopter operating. Jobourg Traffic co-ordinates, and informs ship that
Pilot will board by boat north of CHI buoy in longitude 01® 45’ West.
Jobourg requests confirmation that message has been received.

Message:

Megagas. This is Jobourg Traffic.
Information ONE: Normal Pilotage suspended. Helipilhaut service not
operating, reason: gales.
Information TWO: Pilot will board by boat at position: bearing 315° from
(IlH 1 buoy distance one mile longitude 01° 45' West.
Please aclmowledge.
Over.

2.6

Movement within sub-areas of the VTS

Scenario:

Sarah W is approaching St John's, Newfoundland. She will enter the St
John's VTS in 15 minutes, having obtained ECAREG clearance 24 hours
earlier. She makes her standard report and requests clearance to enter St
John's.
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Message: 1.

St John’s Traffic. This is Sarah W.
Sarah W
Alpha
A
1015 15 Local
Bravo
B
095®
from Fort Amherst distance 13 miles
Charlie
C
St
John's
10 16 05 Local
Inctia
I
275®
Lima
L
Wind West force 5
Sierra
S
Request clearance to enter.
Over.

Message: 2.

Sarah W. This is St John's Traffic
Information: You are cleared to enter.
Out

2.6.1

When VTS issues advice, and instructions regarding clearance

Scenario:

As for 1.3.3 Sarah W makes her standard ECAREG report to St John’s,
and clearance is given. Using previous information St John’s believes
Sarah W may have dangerous cargo on board.

Message:

. Sarah W. This is St John's Traffic.
Information: Your clearance withdrawn.
Advice: Make a new ECAREG report containing full details of dangerous
and pollutant cargoes under Item Papa in your report.
Instruction: Do riot enter Canadian waters until clearance is received from
this or other Canadian Coastguard Traffic Centre.
Out.

2.6.2

Movement within sub-areas of the VTS

Scenario:

Sarah W is approaching St John's, Newfoundland. She will enter the St
John's VTS in 15 minutes, having obtained ECAREG clearance 24 hours
earlier. She makes her standard report and requests clearance to enter St
John's.

Message: 1 . St John's Traffic. This is Sarah W.
Sarah W
Alpha
A
1015 15 Local
Bravo
B
095® from Fort Amherst distance 13 miles
Charlie
C
St John's 10 16 05 Local
India
I
275®
Lima
L
Wind West force 5
Sierra
S
Request clearance to enter.
Over.
Message: 2 .

Sarah W. This is St John's Traffic
Information: You arc cleared to enter.
Out.
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2.7

Deviation from previously agreed sailing plan

2.7.1
Scenario:

Tug Kelly has the drilling rig Itinerant Driller in tow, and is manoeuvring
with difficulty. She requires to enter Chaudion, where Itinerant Driller will
have a refit. She is making 3 knots only, and will occupy the fairway for 2
ho^s. Chaudron responds by refusing clearance until extra tugs can arrive
and a clear fairway can be arranged.

Message: 1 .

Chaudron Traffic. This is Kelly.
Information: I am restricted in my ability to manoeuvre.
Reason: Drilling rig Itinerant Driller in tow.
Information: Maximum speed 3 knots.
Over.

Message: .. Kelly. This is Chaudron Traffic.,
Infonnation received: You are restricted in your ability to manoeuvre and
you have Itinerant Driller in tow.
Instruction: Do not enter.
Advice: Wait for tugs Donner and Blitzcn.
Information: Expect delay period; Two hours.
Out.
2.7.2

Changes of intended movement

Scenario:

Gaynor W is bound for Bremerhaven container terminal, and is currently
inward bound near Hohe Wcg radar tower. She receives orders from her
agent to proceed to Bremen Neustandter Hafen before berthing at
Bremerhaven. Bremerhaven acknowledges.

Message: 1,

Bremerhaven Revier Traffic. This is Gaynor W.
Information: Position Hohe Weg Radar Tower.
New destination: Bremen Neustandter Hafen
Over.

Message: 2.

Gaynor W. This is Bremerhaven Revier Traffic.
Understood: New destination Bremen Neustandter Hafen
Information: Your benh Bremen Neustandter Hafen 2
Over.

2.7.3

Unusual hazards in the system

Scenario:

The ship Vikki W is approaching Waypoint number 1 near Radar
Vasskanen in the Gothenburg Traffic area. Gothenburg Traffic has already
broadcast navigation^ warnings that the Tall Ships race is commencing, but
is mahng sure that Vikki W has received the message.
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Message:

Vikki W. This is Gothenburg Traffic.
Warning; Tall Ships race will commence Alvsborg Bridge at time 1200
UTC.
Informadon; Large numbers small craft in Gothenburg approaches.
Advice: Anchor near present position until time: 1600 UTC.
Over.

2.8

Compulsory agreement with sailing plan for certain categories
of vessel

Scenario:

Vikki W, a partly loaded tanker carrying low flash-point cargo, is
approaching Chaui'on Harbour. Her inert gas system has failed, and her
empty cargo tanks are no longer inerted as required by local regulations.
Cargo tanks 4 and 5, previous cargo gasoline, are affected. Chaudron
Traffic reacts.

Message: 1,,

Chaudron Traffic. This is Vikki W.
Information: Inert gas system breakdown. Cargo tanks 4 and 5 previous
cargo gasoline not now inerted.
Over.

Message: 2 .

Vikki W. This is Chaudron Traffic.
Information: Your vessel does not comply with the regulations of this port
Instruction; Do not enter fairway. Await further advice.
Out

2.9

Mandatory Pilotage Area

Scenario:

Gaynor W is approaching the port of Scte, France, and has already entered
the inbound fairway. She will enter the compulsory pilotage area two miles
from Alpha Buoy, and has no pilot on board. Sete VTS reacts.

Message:

Gaynor W, Gaynor W. This is Sete Traffic, Sete Traffic.
Information: You are approaching a mandatory pilotage area, which
commences two miles from Alpha Buoy. You must t^e a pilot
Instruction; do no proceed inwards without a pilot
Over.

2.9.1

Mandatory Pilotage Area (when the VTS merely issues a
reminder)

Scenario:

The ferry Sally Ann is approaching Newhaven. She is not a frequent visitor
to that port, adthough other ships of the same company use it frequently.
Newhaven VTS gives a reminder.

Message:

Sally Ann, Sally Ann. This is Newhaven Traffic, Newhaven Traffic.
Information; Pilotage is mandatory for Newhaven Port You must take a
Pilot unless you have a valid Pilotage Exemption Certificate.
Over.
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2.10

Equipment to be provided compulsorily on board

Scenario:

The Tanker Vikki W is approaching United States waters. An ARPA in full
working order is a statutory requirement. San Francisco VTS establishes
whether Vikki W complies with regulations

Message:

Vikki W, Vikki W. This is San Francisco Traffic, San Francisco Traffic.
Question: Is your ARPA in compliance with the regulations and in full
woridng order?
Over.

2.11

Compulsory use of port resources .

Scenario:

The ship Sarah W is inwards bound to Grangemouth, in the Firth of Forth,
Scotland. Her route takes her through the Naval port of Rosyth. Forth
Navigation Service informs her of the facts.

Message:

Sarah W. This is Forth Navigation Service.
Information 1: Your inwards route passes through the Naval Port of
Rosyth.
Information 2: Movements of large Navy ships are taking place and your
sailing plan may be affectedinstruction; You must obey the instructions issued to you by the Queens
Harbour Master regarding navigation in the Naval Port of Rosyth.
Out.

2.12

Static situations

2.12.1

Anchoring

Scenario:

Sarah W has arrived off Fos, and is awaiting the departure of another ship
before berthing. She informs Marseille Traffic of her anchor position in
Fos West anchorage 165° distance 2 miles from North East end of They de
la Gracieuse, and enquires when she will be berthing. Marseille Traffic
responds with berthing information.

Message: 1

Marseille Traffic. This is Sarah W.
Information: I am anchored. Position: bearing 165° from North East end
They de la Gracieuse.
Question: What time am I berthing?
Over.

Message: 2 .. Sarah W. This is Marseille Traffic.
Information received: You are anchored. Position: bearing 165° from
North East end They de la Gracieuse.
Answer: You are berthing in period; two hours.
Information: Pilot will board you in period: one hour.
Out.

2.12.2

Allocation of berth

Scenario:

Sarah W is in the Hamburg Port area and requests berthing instructions.
Hamburg Port Traffic responds.

Message: 1. Hamburg Port Traffic. This is Sarah W.
Question: What is my berth number?
Over.
Sarah W. This is Hamburg Port Traffic.

Message: 2.

Answer. Information ONE: Your berth is Petroleumhafen 3.
Information TWO: Your berth available at 2300 local
Out

2.12.2.1

Allocation of berth (when VTS issues both advice and
instructions)

Scenario:

As 2.11.2, but Sarah W is delayed by non-availability of docking pilot.
Hamburg Traffic acts.

Message:

Sarah W. This is Hamburg Port Traffic.
Information: Your docking Pilot is delayed. He will board you at 0030
tomorrow at Pilot Station Bubendieweg.
Advice: You should anchor Cuxhaven area to river Pilot's advice.
Instruction; Do not anchor in Hamburg Port area.
Out

2.12.3

Allocation of mooring place

Scenario:

The tanker Indian Venture is shortly to discharge her cargo at Buj-Buj,
(Calcutta. She will lay-by at buoys. Calcutta VTS informs.

Message:

Indian Venture. This is Calcutta Traffic.
Information: Your lay-by berth is Buj-Buj buoys numbers 3 and 4.
Advice: Have Hoogli heavy mooring gear ready.
Over.

2.12.4

Allocation of anchorages

Scenario:

Sarah W is arriving off Fos, and expects to go to anchor before berthing.
She calls Marseille Traffic, and it responds.

Message:

.

Marseille Traffic. This is Sarah W.
Question: What is my designated anchor position?
Over.
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Message: 2.

SariJi W. This is Marseille Traffic.
Answer: Infonnation: Your designated anchorage is within Marseille
compulsory pilotage area. Pilot will board you to proceed to your
designated anchorage in position 165® from Nonh East end of They de la
Gracieuse distance 2 miles.
Instruction: Do not proceed until Pilot is on board.
Out.

2.12.5

Allocation of locks

Scenario:

Gaynor W is approaching the Port of Antwerp, and is due to pass through
Zandvlictsluis. She follows local procedures, and reports in, and receives
lock allocation.

Message: 1 .

Zandvliet Radio. This is Gaynor W.
Information: My position now off Konijnenschor. Sailing upstream.
Over.

Message: I1. Qater) Zandvliet Radio. This is Gaynor W.
Information: My position now of Zuid Saeftingo, heading for Zandvleit
Lock.
Over.
Message: :5. Gaynor W. This Zandvliet Radio.
Infonnation received.
Information: Your hailing number for Zandvliet Lock is 05. Your locking
in time is interval: 30 minutes.
Out.

F.3

ROUHNE CONTROL OF VESSELS

3.1

Broadcast Information

Scenario:

Chaudron VTS Centre, combining the functions of a Through Traffic
(coastal) VTS and a Port VTS wishes to broadcast a diverse set of
information to all ships in the area at 1200 UTC.
The informarion consists of the following:
Meteorological information: Wind. South-West, Beaufon force 4. Sea
slight. Rain showers, visibility one mile, decreasing. Pressure 1015
millibars falling. Hydrographic data: Predicted time of high water,
Chaudron Harbour entrance: 1520 local, height 6.4 metres. S6curit6
message: Sunken barge in position 270® 2.5 miles from Chaudron
Lighthouse. All ships keep clear.
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Traffic information:
1. Warning: New ship track letter V VICTOR in the North-East bound Ipie
in position bearing 325® from Chaudron Lighthouse at distance 2,3 miles
approximate course 223® speed 16 knots. This course does not comply with
RulelOofCOLREG.
2. Many yachts are reported in the North-East lane in the vicinity of
Chaudron Landfall buoy. A careful lookout is advised.
Vessels with exceptional characteristics: There is a survey vessel working
in the South-West bound lane reported in position bearing 300® from
Chaudron Lighthouse distance 5.2 miles approximate course 052® speed 2
knots. A wide berth is advised.
Pilotage information: Chaudron Pilot vessel withdrawn from service. Pilot
boat will meet inbound ships at inshore pilot station buoy K2.
Message:

All ships, all ships. This is Chaudron Traffic. Information broadcast for
1200 UTC.
Alpha

S6curit6. S6curit6. Sunken barge in position bearing
270® from Chaudron Lighthouse distance 2.5 miles.
AD VICE: Keep well clear.

Echo

Wind: South-West, force 4. Sea slight Rain
showers. Visibility: 1 mile decreasing. Pressure:
1015 millibars falling.

Foxtrot

Chaudron Pilot vessel withdrawn from service. Pilot
boat will meet inbound ships at inshore pilot station
buoy K2.

lima

WARNING; ONE: New ship track letter V
VICTOR in North-East bound lane in position
bearing 325® from Chaudron Lighthouse distance 2.3
miles, course 223® speed 16 knots. This course
does not comply with Rule 10 of COLREG.
TWO: Many yachts are reported in North-East lane
in vicinity of Chaudron Landfall buoy
ADVICE: Keep a careful look-out

This is Chaudron Traffic. End of Information Broadcast.
Out.
3.2

Dedicated to a single ship. Providing or updating
necessary for decisions to be taken on board a vessel

Scenario:

Gaynor W is due to take a Pilot at Les Escoumins, St Lawrence Waterway.
Winter approaches, and Gaynor W is not sure of the ice situation at the pilot
station, and in the Waterway. Les Escoumins responds.
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data

Message: L Lcs Escoumins Traffic. This is Gaynor W.
Question: What is the ice situation at Les Escoumins Pilot and in St
Lawrence Waterway?
Over.
Message: 2.

Gaynor W. Les Escoumins Traffic.
Answer: Information: Les Escoumins pilot station ice ftee. Navigation
possible to Quebec for non ice strengthened vessels, to Montreal for ice
strengthened vessels. Navigation closed upstream of Yamachiche.
Out.

3.2.1

Reduced visibility

Scenario:

Vikki W arrives off the Elbe Light Vessel in bad weather with poor
visibility, and is informed that the Pilot vessel is sheltering at Cuxhaven,
where the Pilot will board. Cuxhaven Traffic informs Vikki W of the
situation and offers Radar Assistance. (Note: see "German Bight Passage
Planning Guide".)

Message:

Vikki W. This is Cuxhaven Revier Traffic.
Information ONE: Normal Pilotage suspended. Elbe Pilot Vessel on
station at Cuxhaven. Reason: severe gales.
Information TWO: Visibility in Elbe approaches 100 metres. Fairway
closed at Grosser Vogelsand to vessel not using Radar Assistance to
Navigation.
Question: Do you want Radar Assistance to Navigation?
Over.

3.3

Providing/updating information

3.3.1

Scenario:

The ship Vikki W is proceeding inwards to Chaudron Port in fog, and is
receiving radar assistance. This takes the form of constant information
concerning her position with regards the "Radar Guideline" (centre of
fairway), her position along the track, and her tendency away from, or
towards, the track. Vikki W is to port of her guideline.

Message:

Vikki W. Chaudron Traffic.
Information: Position: buoy number 25 distance 200 metres RED from
radar guideline 167. Track: closing guideline.
Out.

3.3.2

Scenario:

Deep draught tanker Gargantua and small ship Jack W arc in the Chaudron
river. Gargantua is inbound. Jack W is outbound. Chaudron Traffic
reacts.
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Message:

Jack W. This is Chaudron Traffic.
Infoimation: Deep draughi ship Gargantua is ahead of you distance 1500
metres on opposite course. She is in centre of fairway.
Advice: Keep to the starboard side of the fairway.
Over.

3.4
Scenario:

Vikki W is prcxeecfing inwards along the restricted fairway to Chaudron
Port. The visibility is poor, and Vikki W is using her ARPA to maintain her
track. Additional information is being supplied by Chaudron Traffic, who
have a Pilot on duty. The heading marker on Vikki W’s A^A becomes
faulty.

Message:

Vikki W. This is Chaudron Traffic.
Warning: Yotff present track diverging from Radar Guideline 086. Your
present position 400 metres GREEN from guideline.
Advice: Alter course to pon to regain track.
Information: Pilot on duty here. Full navigational assistance available if
required.
Over.

R4

MANOEUVRES TO AVOID COLLISIONS

4.1

Monitoring traffic and communications between vessels to
detect and analyse potentially dangerous situations

Scenario:

Chaudron VTS detects a series of small echos near the main fairway into
Chaudron Port. She asks Gaynor W, the nearest ship, to report what can
be seen.

Message: I .

Gaynor W. This is Chaudron Traffic.
Question: Do you have small craft in your vicinity?

C^er.
Message: 2 .

Chaudron Traffic. This is Gaynor W.
Answer: Affirmative. Two dismasted small yachts drifting in fairway.
These yachts are a danger to navigation.
Over.

Message: 3,

Gaynor W. This is Chaudron.
Information received: Dismasted yachts constitute a danger to navigation.
Thank you.
Out
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4.1.1

Analysing potential dangerous situations

Scenario:

Gris Nez VTS observes several vessels South West bound in the North East
bound traffic lane. Two ships, Gaynor W and Victoria Prima arc in the
North East bound lane, and have already reported in to Gris Nez Traffic.
Gris Nez checks the position of the ships and analyses the position before
reporting to Gaynor W and Victoria Prima.

Message: 1 - Victoria Prima. This is Gris Nez Traffic.
Information: Several vessels ahead of you which arc not complying with
CX)LREG.
Question: What is your position, course and speed?.
Over.
Message: 2

Gris Nez Traffic. This is Victoria Prima.
Answer: Information: Position 235® from Gris Nez distance 5 miles,
course 061® speed 15 knots.
Over.

Message: 3'. Gaynor W. This is Gris Nez Traffic.
Information: Several vessels ahead of you which are not complying with
COLREG.
Question: What is your position, course and speed?

Over.
Message: 4 . Gris Nez Traffic. Gaynor W.
Answer: Information: Position 270° from Gris Nez distance 4 miles,
course 070° speed 12 knots.
Over.
Message: 5 .

Gaynor W and Victoria Prima. This is Gris Nez Traffic.
Information: Three vessels ahead of you proceeding on course 210°.
Over.

4.2

Exchange of Information with regard to intended ship/ship
manoeuvres

Scenario:

Two vessels. Jack W and Kate W arc proceeding Westwards from Europe
to the Atlantic Ocean, and are nearing the Dover Strait. They communicate
and agree to use the English Inshore Traffic Zone instead of the IMO
Routeing Scheme for the area. Channel Navigation Information Service
O^over Coastguard) analyses the situation and intervenes.

Message: 1

JackW. This is Kate W.
hiformation: I intend using Inshore Zone Westbound to avoid heavy traffic
in Westbound lane.
Over.
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Message: 2. Kate W. This is Jack W.
Information: I intend to use same route.
Over.
Message: 3. Jack W and Kate W. This is Dover Coastguard.
Information 1: COLREG apply in Dover Strait You are reminded of the
requirements of COLREG Rule 10.
Mormation 2: Inshore Traffic Zones shall not normally be used by through
traffic which can safely use the appropriate traffic lane.
Out
4.3
Scenario:

Message: 1.

Providing warnings regarding close quarter situations
Two ships, Victoria W and Sarah W. arc approaching Snak^cnd nc^
Chaudron Port. The high river banks near Chaudron make NOT conta«
between the ships impossible, but Chaudron VTS h&s both radar scann^
and NOT which cover the area. Without affecting the tacucs on Ae ships
bridges, Chaudron VTS arranges a safe passing between the two ships.
Victoria W. This is Chaudron Traffic.
Question: What is your position and speed?
Over.

Message: 2.

Chaudron Traffic. This is Victoria W.
Answer: Information: Position 5 miles West of Snake Bend, speed 10
knots.
Over.

Message: 3.

Sarah W. This is Chaudron Traffic.
Question:
Over.

Message: 4.

What is

your position and speed?

Chaudron Traffic. This is Sarah W.
Answer:

Information: Position 7 miles East of Snake Bend, speed 15

knots.
Over.
Message: 5.

Victoria W. This is Chaudron Traffic.
Information: Ship Sarah W Westbound speed 15 knots. Present position 7
miles East of Snake Bend. CPA in 29 minutes.
Advice: COLREG apply in Chaudron Traffic Area. Advise you keep to
starboard side of fairway.
Out.
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Message: 6.

Sarah W. This is Chaudron Traffic.
Infonnation: Ship Vikki W Eastbound speed 10 knots. Present position 5
miles West of Snake Bend. CPA in 29 minutes.
Advice: COLREG apply in Chaudron Traffic Area. Advise you keep to
starboard side of fairway.
Out.

4.3.1
Scenario:

The motor yacht Kate W is crossing the Dover Strait Traffic separation
scheme, prior to her maiden voyage to Port Banus. Her course made good
is at 90® to the traffic flow, but her heading is 15® from the recommended
direction. Because Kate W has an English skipper, Channel Navigation
Information Service communicates.

Message: 1.

kateW. This is Dover Coastguard.
Question: What is your position, course and speed?
^er.

Message: 2.

Dover Coastguard. This is Kate W.
Answer: Information: My position is 280® from Gris Nez light distance 3.5
miles course 166® speed 14 knots.
Over.

Message: 3 .

KateW. This is Dover Coastguard.
Information: COLREG Rule 10 state that you should cross the traffic lane
as near as possible at 90®. This means that your head should be at 90® to the
direction of traffic flow.
Out.

4.3.2
Scenario:

Two large racing yachts, Bang On and Fast Party are approaching the finish
line of the Quick Brew Cup off Chaudron Port. Both yachts have full radio
equipment but no Radar. The wind is gale force, with zero visibility. Each
yacht is determined to win, but is unaware of the others presence.
Chaudron VTS reacts.

Message: 1 .

Fast Party. This is Chaudron Traffic.
Information: You have another vessel on your starboard side, range 0.5
miles, closing, bearing constant. CPA is colUsion in 10 minutes.
Over.

Message: 21.

Chaudron Traffic. This is Fast Party.
Information received. Thank you.
Over.

Message: :1.

Bang On. This is Chaudron Traffic.
Information: You have another vessel on your port side, range 0.4 miles,
closing, bearing constant. CPA is collision in 08 minutes.
Over.
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Message: 4. Chaudron Traffic. This is Bang On.
Information received. Thank you.
Over.
Message: 5

Bang On and Fast Party. This is Chaudron Traffic.
Advice: Apply COLREG Rule 19 at once.
Out.

F.5

ENFORCEMENT FUNCTIONS

5.1

Monitoring routine procedures

5.1.1

Communications

Scenario:

Sarah W is inward bound to Port Albemi, Vancouver Island and is making
her report to Tofino VTS. The fishing boat Rogue Rascal decides that this
is a good time to engage her colleague Midnight Madness in light
conversation. Tofino reacts.

Message: 1 .

Tofino Traffic. This is Sarah W.
Entry report
Alpha
A
B
Bravo
D
Delta
I
India

Sarah W
15 20 21UTC
270° from Amphitrite Point distance 10 miles
You should have seen the one I had last night. Why
he must have been all offive feet long and 60
pounds.....

Message: 2 .

Rogue Rascal. This is Canadian Coastguard Tofino Traffic. Seelonce.
Scelonce. Your broadcast has been monitored by this station and is in
contravention of Radio Rules. Maintain silence on this frequency. Use
VHF Channel 06 for intership working.
Out.

Message: 3 .

Sarah W. Tofino.
Say again. All after Entry Report.
Over.

5.1.2

Reporting

Scenario:

Gaynor W is approaching Deutsche Bucht, and is in a position 1 mile West
of Deutsche Bucht light vessel. She has made no General Movement
Report at Waypoint 80. Deutsche Bucht Revier Radio reacts.

Message: 1 .

Gaynor W. This is Deutsche Bucht Revier Radio.
Question: What is your position, course and speed?
Over.
L

Message: 2. Deutsche Bucht Radio. This is Gaynor W.
Answer. Information: My position 232® from Deutsche Bucht Light Vessel
distance 3 miles course 085®, speed 4 knots approaching Pilot Vessel.
Over.
Message: 3.

Gaynor W. Deutsche Bucht.
Information: 1. Federal German Regulations state that you must make a
movement report before entering German waters.
.on
Information: 2. You did not make a movement report at Waypoint 80.
Advice: Make your waypoint 80 report now.
Over.

Message: 4.

Deutsche Bucht This is Gaynor W.
Information: Movement report for Waypoint 80.
Name: Gaynor W
Position; Deutsche Bucht Ught Vessel
Dimensions: Length 260 metres, draft 14 metres
Destination: Bremerhaven.
Out.

5.2

Monitoring compliance with legislation and rules

5.2.1

International

Scenario:

The attack carrier "Genghis Khan" is proceeding in the South West Bound
lane of the IMO routeing scheme. Many ships are using the lane, and the
Genghis Khan wishes to launch fighter aircraft. She turns into the empty
waters of the separation zone, between 8 and sixteen miles from the French
Coast. Ouessant VTS reacts.

Message: 1 .

Genghis Khan. This is Ouessant Traffic.
Information 1: Your present position is inside the separation zone between
the inner North East bound traffic lane and the South West bound lane.
Information 2: Rule 10 of COLREG apply in this area. Your present
piosition and course does not comply with this Rule.
Over.

Message: 1.

Ouessant Traffic. This is Warship Genghis Khan.
Information received.
Information: This ship is not bound by the requirements of COLREG.
Out.

Message: 5, Genghis Khan. This is Ouessant.
Information 1: I say again. Your present position and course does not
comply with Rule 10 of COLREG.
Information 2: You are within the teiritorial waters of France.
Instruction: Leave French territorial waters or return to waters within the
IMO Routeing system.
Information 3: Your actions will be reported to your Flag State.
Out.
LI

National Rules

5.2.2

Within an extension of national waters in the German Bight, laden deep
draft tankers have absolute right of way over other ships. T^er Megag^
is inbound to Emden, and Sarah W is in her locality. Wilhelmshaven VTS
assesses the situation and reacts.

Scenario:

Sarah W. This is Wilhelmshaven Traffic.

Message: 1.

Information 1: Deep draft tanker Megagas is in your area. Our radar plot
shows her on your port side and crossing on constant beanng.
Information 2; Special local rules apply in German Bight. It is your duty to
keep clear of Megagas.
Over.
Message: 2. Wilhelmshaven Traffic. This is Sarah W.
Information received.
Information: I do not accept modification ofCOLREG. I do not agree to
keep clear of Megagas.
Out.
Sarah W. This is Wilhelmshaven Traffic.

Message: 3

Information 1: Special local rules in German Bight fall under Rule 1 of
COLREG and apply to you.
Instruction: Give way to tanker Megagas.
Information 2: Your behaviour will be reponed to the Federal German
Government for possible further action.
Out.
Local Rules

5.2.3

The ferry Jehaz al Mai is leaving Marseille bound for Barcelona. She is
steering to cross the main fairway leading towards Fos. The container ship
American New York is inbound to Fos, and local Rules give her^ll right
of way, even though Jehaz al Mai is on her starboard side. Fos VTS reacts.

Scenario:

Message:

.

Jehaz al Mai. This is Fos Traffic.
Information 1: Regulations for the Port area of Fos give complete right of
way to inbound vessels entering Fos, and using designated fairway.
Information 2: Ship American New York has passed buoy inbound and is
in designated fairway.
■ ^
Instruction: You must alter course to avoid impeding the navigation ot
American New York.
Over.

Message:

Fos Traffic. This is Jehaz al Mai.
Instruction received.
_
.
vt
bformation: I have altered course to avoid impeding American New Yorx.

Over.

LII

Message-. 2>.

JehazalMai. This is Fos Traffic.
Information received. Thank you.
Out.

5.3

Monitoring effect of corrective actions

5.3.1

See scenario for 5.2.1 and associated messages.

Message: 4.,

Ouessant. This is Warship Genghis Khan.
Information: My position and course now in compliance with COLREG
Rule 10, in South West bound lane of Ouessant Routeing system.
Over.

Message: 5 . Genghis Khan. This is Ouessant Traffic.
Information received.
Information: Your position agrees with our radar plot. Thank you for your
co-operation.
Out
5.3.2

See scenario for 5.2.2, and associated messages.

Message: 4 . Wilhelmshaven Traffic. This is Sarah W.
Instruction received.
Information: I have stopped to give Megagas free passage.
Over.
Message: 5 .

Sarah W. This is Wilhelmshaven Traffic.
Information 1: Your action agrees with our radar plot.
Information 2: Your final co-operation has been recorded.
Out.

F.6

REMEDIAL FUNCTIONS

6.1

Detection and data collection regarding incidents

Scenario:

(See also 6.2.1) St John's VTS seeks all available information concerning
the ship in distress. Colander Two. HMCS Margaree responds.

Message: 1 .

Margaree. This is St John’s Traffic.
Question: What information do you have concerning casualty Colander
Two?
Over.

LIII

Message: 2.

St John's Traffic. This is Margarec.
Answer: Information: Ship Colander Two sinking. Cwgo dangerous
pollutant chemicals. Damage to environment certain. Alen all relevant
Government departments. Persons on board: 26. Endeavouring helicopter
rescue, reason heavy pollution in water. Long range helicopter r^uested.
Will transfer survivors to Gaynor W which has large helicopter pad.
Out.

6.2

Announcing an emergency or other extraordinary situation

6.2.1
Scenario:

Message:

Ship Colander Two is in distress of the East Coast of Newfoundland,
Canada. St John’s VTS is the conttolling station for the distress
communications, and broadcasts to all ships.
Mayday Relay, Mayday Relay, Mayday Relay.
All ships, all ships.
This is St John's Traffic. St John’s Traffic.
Mayday Relay Colander Two.
Information 1: Ship Colander Two reported sinking in position 050® from
Fort Amherst distance 15 miles.
Information 2: On scene commander HMCS Margaree. Ships Gaynor w
and Vikki W standing by.
rrInformation 3: Distress Traffic only on VHF Ch 16. All other traffic use
VHFCh 11.
This is St John's Traffic.
Out.

6.2.2
Scenario:

Gaynor W is approaching Chaudron in high winds. A container ship ahead
is caught by the winds. Chaudron VTS warns Gaynor W.

Message:

Gaynor W. This is Chaudron Traffic.
Warning; Large container ship is blocking fairway ahead of you.
Advice: Do not proceed past buoy Number 1.
Information: You may use South Anchorage if required.
Out.

6.3
Scenario:

Contribution to remedial action on board the ship involved in
an incident
As for 5.2.3. In this case, however, Jehaz al Mai gives more information
on her movements, and the consequences of those movements, to assist Fos
VTS.

Message: 1. As for 5.2.3
Message: 2. Fos Traffic. This is Jehaz al Mai.
Instruction received.
Information: I have altered course to avoid impeding American New York.
My present course 180® speed 20 kts. My closest approach to American
New York in 05 minutes distance 1.6 miles.
Over.
Message: 3.

As for 5.2.3, Message 3.

6.4

Assistance to third parties

Scenario:

Chaudron Port uses a large off-shore pilot cutter to supply Pilots to
incorning ships. Information received by Chaudron Traffic indicates that
. there will be an influx of ships due to a dock strike on a large off-shore
island. Chaudron Traffic informs the cutter.

Message:

Chaudron Pilot vessel. This is Chaudron Traffic.
Information: Twenty ships diverted from Saxon port expected Chaudron in
next 24 hours.
Information: Ships include large tankers and one in number 3000 TEU
container vessel.
Advice: Suggest your Pilot arrangements are adjusted accordingly.
Over.

F.7

OTHER FUNCTIONS

1.1

Liaison between vessel and shore parties (movements, facilities or
extraordinary circumstances).

Scenario:

The tug Bustler is due to give assistance to Gaynor W. She fails to make
VHP contact and asks Chaudron Traffic to give her Gaynor W's ETA.

Message: 1.

Chaudron Traffic. This is Tug Bustler.
Question: What is ETA of Gaynor W?
(Over.

Message: 2.

Tug Bustler. This is Chaudron Traffic.
Answer: Information: ETA of Gaynor W is 15 08 30 Local.
Out.
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